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SUMMARY Wi, tTpEARtu N PERSONALIZES
INDIVIOALIZED1 AND SELF%-pAdtb

INSTRUCTION IN COLLEGE ECONOMICS

by.

George Gi,:Dawson

INTRI5DUCTION

$

* 4
This is the first a series of reports on research in

..
economic education being Prepared by the Emp.rp State College

renter for Business and Economic Education. Te CBEE was' es-.
,

.
..

tiblished late. in 1976. Upon becoming officiary affiliated
,- .--

i

with the Net./ York State Counciion Economic_Edue tioh and the

JOiht CoUncil on Economic Education in February of 1976, the
.

b CBEE was designated by the Joint Council as the "pati6nal

Ceneer for PLrsonalizing Instruction in Business and Eponomics."

(See Page 4 Lf Progress in Economic Education, Volume 7
. -

N,pmber 5, Se)tembert 1376, pub!lished by the Zgint Council.)

'Shortly, thereafter, the CBEE produced its first publicatieinr

Personalizing Instruction in Business, Economics and Related

SUISects. Complimentaryscopies of tfiis 56-page report were sent
.

t.o*tvery affiliated Center and Council in the United States>

Interest in personalized, individualized, and self-paced'e
.4

instruction:seems to be growing. Many college teachers are,

raising queetionb about the effidiency of the'ald "lock-step"

curriculum, an educational situation in which, students in a

given "course are exp2cteili, to move at the same pace, using the .

same (or sim4ar) materials, and being exposed to the same teach-
.

ing techniques.. We do not expect all students eo wear the same
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.

size shoesbat,.somehow we often thipit that a presCribed cur-

riculum and method, of instruction, should "fit,"-:eirer

Several factor p robably'helphd to motivate college economists

to.tiy new apprOach6S, to experiment witicuhconventional educa-
.

tional materials and equipment, and to recognize that what is

right for one student may be very wrong fox another. Reports

,tlat students were avoiding economics, that there was little

evidence of the residual impact of_ecpnomics instruction, and
.

. . ,

,
that the-student uprisings of a few years ago were caused (at

..-.

,/
,

___ ..,........._

least in part)., by dissatisfaction with our teaching may have, . .

contributed. Furthermore, economists habitually .:onsider,the

Osts'and benefits of everything else, so Why not attempt to

meisnie the costs ad benefits of edOnomics 19CtUrS44? In. any

event, the 1970's have seen a dramatic increase in research in

the teaching of economics at the coIlegsA.evel. A least 450

studies of one kihdlor another. have been made of economic gde-
i

cation for college students pr adults,. and over 500 of thos

appeared in the 1970's. (See George.G. Dawson, "Spepial7R4cirt: .

An Overview of Research in the reaching of College Economics,"

The Journal of Economic Education, Spring, 1976, pp. 111-116.)

As part of its obligation in serving as the national center

for information on personalized instruction; the Empire tate

College CBEE began to collect studies in any way invOiving skr-

paced( individualized, or personalized vethods.' Lists of re:.

search were examined,, and about 60 titles were identified th..t.

4
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seemed in some way to suggest relevan studies. Upon examine-
1

tient some of these papers.proved to Contain little Or nothing .0

on the subject. Others, terel.y reprelted duplication. That

is, some researchers produce two or more papeis on the same

prOject, perhaps changing the title afd modifying the text, but

reporting nothing new or. different. Sfforts were made to ob-.

tain copies of every study that was u covered, but the success

rate was less thap.100 percent. It c nnot be. claimed, thent,
_.,---.

that this report contains e4rything Lhat,has been done on our
,

subject. Readers a.:e urged to apprise us of anything we have

Missed or oVerlooked.

The fact that astudy is included Lin this report does not

)

imply that the Center considers it to be an excellent piece of

resdarch. The research wiles in qualitY and importance. Our

major purpose is to inform interested ecopomic educators of the

studies that have been done, to summarize the results, and to

identify various research designs and statistical techniques

that others.might want to use. It is hoped 'that this booklet

will help other researchers who wish to- ury y th.1iterature in

the field, saving them Considerable time and effbrt. Remember,
.

however, that no study has been presented in.iti entirety. In-

deed, we have reduced one 200-page thesis to.a pacie and a halfl
/-

Our summaries may help the reader decide which paperd to obtain

for detailed analysis, however. Those planning, research in per-

.

i /

sonalized, individualized, or self-paced instruction should

examine the work of others, noting their successes and failures,
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and theii strengths aild weaknesses.
.

.

*What ,do we know from research that has been completed,
.

.

and What eIse needs to be done? First, therewvis ample evi-
,

dence that self-paced, individua Ard, 444 personalized in-
,

N

struction_ okui_be. _..f.iectilte. in teach lug economics to college

_students. Petr,(pp. 36-37 below) and Spector (pp. 45-48 below)
r

found the Keller method
f

of personalized instruction to be

superior to conventional methods in undergraduate classes,

while Roop's study (pp. 37-38 below) of contingency management

indicated superiority for that aprroach, over conventional tech-
..

niques in an intermediate midroeconomics course. On the othei*

hand, Soper and Thornton (pp. ,43-44-below) found self-pacing to

be inferior. Most others find the various forms of personalized;
a

individualized', or self-paced instruction to be' as "effective as

the traditional lecture- discussion approach, at. least'ss measured

by objective tests of economic knowledge and understanding.

Many suggest that programmed materials and some of the other

techniques save time for both student and instructor: That

students can often learn some of the basic economic principles on

their own' thus enabling the teacher to use class time to app

the concepts to economic issues and problems, and/or enabling the
dp

student tb devoCe more time to other studies. For examples of

the time-saving argument set. the Attiyeh,

.(pp. 3-4 beloW) and the Wetzel study (pp.

The value of lectures.is questioned

Bach, and Lumsden study-

55,-56)3elow),_

in several" studies. he
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Buckles-McMahon paper (pp. 12-13 below) deals with this ,issuer

- s

an plc:Connell and Lamphear (pp; 28.291elet0 asiert that lec-
, . :

-Wres are not always neces ary eveyffor the .poorer student: It
-.,.

.
-

.-
.

)

is dangerous to generalize however,.becaUse the Studies reL

,

.

ported here cover a wide v riety of situations, practices, alltd.

.. . .

. .. ,

I

-materials: , /-
.

.

.. 4.
1 i,

.

The use of programme' materials is dealt with in many of ''

. !
N. ,, 1

'the_studiesv and,the'usu 1 finding is that programmed taktbdoks' '

.'
,

, , -

.

_.are effective in teachin economics. Bavrilesky warnsl_however,'
,2 _ ,

,,

that we must consider the time dimension. (See p. 22.below.)
't

-That is, programmed materials may be effective when used formaterials.
,

..

short periods but ther 4.mpact might cleclitie if phe period of, .

i

-,..

3

use is -extended. Thiyf is & question that definitely calls for

,
,additional reses. h. The popularity of progriinmed materials

withIsictudents is still a matter of disputArz Lumsden reporting
, -

them to be most. popular (see pa* 28 pelow) whil Luker finds

them to be least popular (see p. 27 below).

The use of television,. computer-assisted- instruction, tutors,

and case studies is also tested in several studies, and some deal

with Various _combinations of apprbaches!, In fact, some re-
...

searchers believe that ho single method is best, but that certain

combinations. yield superior results. 'Luker, for_example, trie0

fbur teaching methods and concluded that a combination of pro
,

grammed instruction with games and simulations worked best. (Set

pp. 26-27 below.) Tolles and Ginman, also tholaght that a combina-

ton -- in this case an audio-visual-tutorial system-with

O

.-)
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CdnVentional class, discussion methods ...-, Was superior. '(See
,. v.

,

.-P;'51'below.) This, again, Is another area in which much Thofe.
,, -. , , , ,--

w

,

.rese4Ch.. is required, for the number of possible combinations-
1

.,. 0-44taft liMiiiess.
,

Several of the authors considered the costs of the various
. c

1
,

experimental techniques as compared with the costs ofconVen

tiebnal ihstruction. This is part4ularly important where one
.

,_._
I

finds no, significant difference in effectivenefis between methods..

...,, ,ceneFally, it has been found that: several of the.peFsonaliZed,
, - , .

I .-

individuilized, or self-paced schgmes can be lose expensive than
c
1

.

,
.

.

traditional approaches. Mellish and BostowASeepp. 29-30 beIdw)
. , . ,

claim that their use of th XeIler method,pf personaliznd in-

ti

.1"

struction cut ,the per-student cost by about fifty percent., Dooms

and Kaltreider, on the other hand, found that their use of com-

ti
puters increased, bone el the unit costs. (See pp. 9-10 below.)

Some consider costs in terms of student tithe as well as money

and other college resources expended, pecker and SaleMi '(see

pp. below) found that there'were savings, ire terms bt the op-

portunity cost of student time. 'Allison (pp. 1-3 below) treats ,

serf-Paced, instruction as a new technology in, a prOduction,pre-

ces. Her study suggests that one must distinguish between the
-

higher initial costs experienced when a new program is being

start4d costs over the longer run .period. In any event,

researchers shoull ipel4tde a,edst-eutput dimension in all studies

'erf-this .tl'ipe.\

-,, ' ,-'144`, 4,..

IS... . . 1
..

4 .
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The: lasting, effects of the experimentl methods have been
,

9onside, ed by several researchers. The.pekioa in questio

usually relatively short, however. the students ate tested i.
r

a4tin- a few months pr a.ye''ar after the eXpetimental treatment.

`Lastg effects were considered by-llooms and Kaltreider4(0.

9-40:below)ljeraig and O'Neill, (p. 15 *below), Kelley (p. 24
- A0,1

s

below) , Siegfried and Strand (p..40 below), Spector in bis se-
.,

cond paper 1pp. 46-48,'below), and Tietpftbe44 40.P. 411-51
,

a'nd O't eill. thought that self-instruction- aiFied in
.

tiont at 'least frinInolikitems in.the neatitp.ex.7-application"

ortion.of the Testoftderstaildingin,Con-lics. Stu-
, s i

-dents exposed tioKellers Teacher. Infs4pation Prtcessing-Systely:
. 7 T' t,,

(TIPS) maintained their% superiority after a year (p. /4 bieltlig),-
. .,

but Siegfried and Strand (p. 24 below) found that Audents getting
. .

y.

personalized instruction enjoyed no advantage overldogventionk.iy-
.

..

,

taught students even after' one seniedteis Spectors P.S.t.
..

.;'.,

Students did better when they got into intermediate cf6,sses, while
*

.--

Tistenberg found no significant difference. .Thus, "the jury is

, tsx. '
4, .

.,..,.

still'out° pp the residual impact of personalized .tnstruction,

7 -
especiaIly for periods of overiond year.

The disaggregation of da to test for differential effects

k .

on different types of . studenj s is a matter of considerable im-

portanco. Billings asserts/that P.S.I is' reydrdine for all

kinds of students (pp V.:4bolow)y but Allison feels that 'self-

.

pacins is best for freshmenand the "less brilliant. ".-Those
k 1
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agreeing with Allison ate Eusfeld. and Juritp {pp. 18-19 below) ,

Xelley (p.. 24~ .below) and 0Cdrinortp. 'On the other

'handHavxilesky thought `hat; his irogrammed text Was more

suitable for the better student {p. 22 4;5)4. Negus (pp.30-31

below.) also took this position, and Tietenberg tended to agree.

Clearly, all future research should attempt to disaggregate the

-data. It must not be assumed that technicpe that appears to
. .

;se good for .all students as a group, Or for students of a parti-

cular revel of ability, will likeli4e-bg- good for s tutents with

differing eharacterisiics. It shoUld"be noted, too, that few
A, .

studies went beyond.a.single college. The Attiyeh-Bach-Lumsden
t

study (,pp. 3-4. below) is one of the few multi-school research

projects, involving 48 schools and over 4000 students...:Zrw0.-.Yar

colleges.have been largely ignored, except for the Becker-Salemi

and Walstad studies. Where differences are found betwen colleges,

to ascertain the reasons.

Many studies have tried to measure student attitudes toward:

the course and the method of instruction, finding.that'students

are often (but not always) favorably disposed tow 4 the experi-

mental techniques. Little or nothing has been dons, hoWever, to

ascertain poss.i.ble effects of the treatments on student-a- itudes

or opinions..toward 'economic issues. This, indeed, is a wide-open

area,for future research.

The quality.and-characteristids of the teacher is another- .,

matter-that news further stud. Bach's study (pp. 4-5 below)

deals with this, arld Van-Metre suggests that the teacher's expec-
t,



,
.

. - ,

tations and motivation might have a bearing On course outdomes.
w

. v
.

.

In4ed, _Van Metre -warns that failure to consider the teacher.
. ,

along with the method may be p. greit weakness'in Much of the
A1% 1

O

research He is probably correct in noting that a given method
.

should not be considered in isolation -- that a technique that ;

- -
.

. - works well
,

for one teacher may not work well for another. Our:
0

- .

experience at Empire State College support's this. TheAESC mode

of instruction calls for one=tq-one relationships between in-4

structors and students., with the teacher as a guide and men tor

._rather than an bmnipciont.and dictatorial expert. Those elwho see

their role as telling students what to -ettetb,

lishing degree programs and criteria for evaluation, and devel-

.qping standardized lOck-step curricula do not do well in this

College._

-
.. .

,
.

.

.
.

Most of the research has concentrated on the introductory
-

,. ..

.course im pfinciples of economics. However, O'Connor (pp. 33-34

4

below) dealt with. students in an intermediate micro course (as

did Tietenberg), while Roop's study involved those in intermediate

macro (pp. 37-38 below). A 'few included both IntrOductory and'

intermeisiate leVelS, usually by considering the effects-of the

experimental treatment at the lower level on the students after

tbey had reached the intermediate level. (See the dis mssion of

"lasting effects" above.)

Since some of the experimental techniques iniLved the use
s

of tutors, the impact on those tutors has been a matter cf con-

'

cern,,,Upper-dl-v-ision students are often, used as tutors or

1i

+
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qpioctors," and some '.3.nd this practice toloe-e'ffective and in-
,

.
.

.

. _

ejspengive. The s dent-to-student tutoring system described .

6

by Kelley. and 5 artz (pp. .25 -26 below) had apositivp impact on

student performance. Seigfried Arid Strand (pp. 39 -41 below),

Lasing the 100-item'CLEP test in economics, found that their

tutors learned much sore through proctoring than.they would>

have by taking an advanced economj.cs course.
4

Future researchers_should pay. .particular- attention to the-

research designs, statistical techniques, and tegting procedures

used in these studies.. Note the problem4 encountered by-the

authors, and their weaknesses as well as their strengths. First

let us look at thetproblem of testing. Which test does one use?
, . .

.A standardized test such as the TUCE (Test of Understanding in

College Economics) has the advantage of having been developed by

d.team of experts.and having norm data based upon nationwide ad-

inistration and validation of the instrument,. The major disacd=

vantage is that a standardized test may include material not

covered in the,..5.ouie and may omit.some-things that were covered.
."1

Furthe refit may measure knowledge, understanding, and perhaps

tn ability to apply economic cor.:epts to new situations, but it

does not reveal student interest or attitudes toward the course

or toward econ, Tic issues. Anyone not familiar with-the TUCE

a.

should obtain a specimen set, whiLh includes a manualamples of
f
the four 33-item forms, and. scaring keyg. part -X of the TUCE

deals with baz!.-: ::..icroeconomics; Part II deals with microeconomics.

There are two forms (A and B).for each part so that one can

12 4

1
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,administer a post-test that covers the same concepts found in
a 9 .

. the pre-test without repeating the questions verbatim. This

tegt.was published in 1967 by the PsychologicalCorporation,
.. ,

but ,it' is now ,sold by the Joint Council on EcOnomic Education,
%

1212'Avenue of the hmericas, New Yok,Y.T. 10036. (The price
e

for the specimen set is $5.00..) There is also an unpublished
. .

. .

"Hybrid TUCE, "" a 33-item multiple-choice test drawn from. the 4
a 4

:
,

vftrious parts of the TUCE proper, and covering both micro and .

P
macro. Those'wishing' this.shorter version of the TUCE

. t 4 B ,
-

,.
.

4
Should.write to the Joint Council's Director .

of College and

University Program for a copy and for permissibn to use

Many of theprojects reported in this booklet employed 6le TUCE.

Before the TUCE ,wes devepped, many researches used the

Test of Economic Understanding, published by Science gesearch

Associates. The TEU was originally designed for use in senior

high schools, but it has been widely employed with college stu-

dents and.adults as Well. This test has two forms covering the

same basic concepts. The are 50 items in each form. It was

published in 1964,.so the TEU is now considered to be out of

date, and the norm data are probably no longer appropriate even

fdr secondary school students. iIt is expected that the TEU will

be replaced in the near future by the Test of. EConomic Literacy

being developed under the direction of John Soper-at Northern

Il/inois University. Soper plans to draw upon a variety of

sources ancluding
(

the college-level TUCE) in constructin this

new instrument.
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Some of the researchers developed testsof their owii to

overcome the problem of using standardized instruments that
.

'might not be appropriate for their particular classes, See,.

Seigfried and Strand 4pp.39-41 below)
.4)
for an example of this.

The,problem here, of course, is that one cannot then compare

the results-for'a particular population with a natfl9n-14ide

norming safiple, or with results obtained by c0-her researchers.
. .,

who used a standardized test. Some researchers have relied,..r :,

at least partially, on a test-question bank maintained by the

Joint Council pn Economi Education. (See Buckles and gcMahoA
- ,

12-13.below.)

:The way in which a test is used may be as important as the

test itself. The test should have an affect upon the student's

grade -- otherwise students will not bother to exert much effort

-A

and the test _results will be meaningless. Hanni makes this-point.

very clearly (pp. 20-21 below) and even questions the usefulness
-

.9-

of the TUCE on the ground that some of the instructors adMinister-

ing it to'collect norm data may not have made it-part of the stu-
.

:dent's final grade.

Research design and statistical techniques are stressed in

s4ve-zal of the studies. Questions might 5e raised about those

experiments in which students were permitted to choose between

experimental and control sections, unless the researchers in some

way adjusted for this. (See Kelley and SWartz, p. 25 below, for

example.) Zisaggregation is urged by several of the authors,

and we have already mentioned one way of doing this above. Note

also that-the TUCE items are divided into three categories

11



"recognition and understanding," "situp]. application," and

"complex application." it is suggested that researchers

aggregate the data in these terms, for one may find that an

experimental method is more effective in promoting one type

of learning as opposed to the two others. (See Craig and

p. 15 below, for-example.)

Readers Concerned about research design might b'e particu-

Zarly interested in Allison's" treatment of self-paced instruc-

tion
-

AS a new technology in a production proce the'multiple

.
.

baseline and reversal techniques deScri,hpd by Bostow and Mellish,
1., .

the problem of multicollinearity as discUssed by Soper and

Thornton (pp.-43-44 below); and Tietenberg's "breakeven point"

G?A and use of discriminant angySis. Note the several dependent

variables useel.:b O'Connor, and pay particillar attention to

"gap-clos,ing model." Many economic education researchers now

use the gap-closing sco`r4 as opposed to (or in addition to) a
. .

simple gain score. 1,,e gap is thelaifference between the stU-

Aent's pre-test score and a perfect score say ten points, If

the student's-gain score is five points, then the gap-al sing'

score is 50 percent. Tike use of the gap-closing noel seems to

.
have solved some of the problems encountered when one uses a

simple gair, score. (For a recent discussion of this see Paul H.

Kipps, Howard M. Wilhelm, and Daniel R. Hall, "A Note on the Use

of Multiple Regression Anali's in Studies of Achievement in

Etonomics," The Joarnal of Economic Education, Spring, 1976,

ifolume.7,-Number 2, pp, 130-132.) The Decker - Salemi paper is also
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of interest, and one of the fascinating things about the

Siegfried-Strand study is that, tht researchers addressed them-

Selves, to many of the criticisms made of earlier projects and

to some of the questions raised by previous research. The re-
.

seara-minded reader will also want to see the "Special Section"

!

, .

in the tall 1916 issue of The Journal of Economic Education, "A

oebate'on Research Techniques In Economic Edudation."

If all of this research does not prOvide.overwhelming sup-

port for those gemmitted to personalized, individualized, and

self -gaped instruction, neither does it imply that they ought to

be scrambling back to the lecture hall. Indeed, even those who

found the experimental treatments totbe less effective than the may.

conventional methbds usually had something positive to say about

them. It-is probably safe to conclUde that these approathes con

stittte another useful instrument-in the college teacher's tool

kit, and that their benefitS have been fairly well established.

Most of the research has been done in thecontext of.a tra-."

ditional irstitutisaal setting. Sometimes the experiment consumed
t.

only a few weeks oz a semester -long conventional course, and

sometimes the treatment was administered in- conjunction with the
. .

traditional medicine. Few, if any, of the experiments are com-

parable to the edu-ation?.1 meth,)dology employed at Empire State

College. Nearly all students at Empire State College study

tkl y me

inde-

t "pendently', under the guidance of a facntor. A dozen.students

may be learning economics at the same tiime.At one of our centers,

but using different.textbooks and materials, doing very different



0 ,
intents (assignments often related. in some way to their'

jobs, being evaluated in different ways, and procepding.at

diflerent rites of speed. Those of us at ESC think,this is a .

"ver)Ceffective method of teaching, but we are still pressed by

our'eolleagues elsewhere to "prove it." A: model fo± program

eff ctiveness and related costs'(FERC) is being developed by

I

, .

.

Err PalolarMI.s,Assistant Vice-President for' Researdh and

Evilnation. Preliminary research_suggests that the tSC mode is,
, - .

..
,

.

in gene141, both effective and economical. We do need further ',.
".; .

ev4dence, on the teaching of business and economics, hdWever.
1 '

M
a, A

.Lloyd Lill ,of the ESC ,Center in Rochester is making a study of ,

,
the cost-effectiveness of buelnes.prbgrams at Empire State Col-'

,

..,

lege, aria Jeffrex Sussman of th&Long Island Center is planning
,

1-. A

a project to measure student learning of economics through, our
. .

4

sydtem of personalized, self-paced, and individualized instruc-;,

tion. Meanwhile, we are fairly confidehE that we are not wasting

,

studept time or taxpayers' money. We are j.ndebted to the many

.sch-clars whose work is reported in this bookiA and we hope in

the ft..ure to be able to add substantially to the findings reported.
? ,

11.

7 here.
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,SUNMARiES OP STUDIES fl
PERSONALIZED, /NOIVIDOALIZEO,, Atib SELF-:DM:ED

iSTRUCTON,IN.keONOMTCA.'

alliSon, Elisabeth, "Self-Paced Instruction: A Review, The
IST!LIAR.12L Economic Fall, 1975, yoluTe 7, NudEFF 1.

AlrisOn notes that bver,80 colleges and uniAteriities have
adopted, ,self-paced ,in+.roductory.courses and predicts further
"growth in the future. She comments on the benefits and costs,
sOMmitizing the results' of several studies. Mese studies Will
be deScribedelsewhere in this report.4 She concludes that 'the.

benefits is at present inconclusive."
trated superiority in raising stut-
mice tests,, slug asserts'that.its
as Otuitive -Appeal, student and__

st in concentrators."

evidence on SPI's education
Finding that SPI has not dgmo
dent. scores on standardized eco

jai-flied-on such criteri
'teacher Satisfaction And "an int

. . 2 - I

0

The costs of running, a selfr-
/

paceEr,,pysin are ideriafied, and
.AP.ison points out that these wiry with ette format Selected; Costs

.r:bOrAelly the student as well as the instr9ctort and graders, are
Considered. The Steps for setting-Up an. SP/ cdurse.ate and
discds:Sed, including the (Wining of units, the writing- of objecr
tiVeS, the chocising of the test forMat, the preparation of other
course materials, e hirin4.of graders, and the Choosing ,of a
grading system. Alli riticizet>thu studies she reviewed for
not inclpding cost figures and for not giving enough thought to ,

eXPerimental design'.

Finally, phe calls for disaggregating the'data to test for
differential effects on different types of students. TA the ex-
tent"that SPI does increase learning,,there is a need to understand
=why.

Allison, EliSabeth, ":11%ree Years of Self-Paced Teaching in Intro-
ductory Economias at Harvard," American Economic Review, 1ay011976,
Volume 66, Number 2. Pp. 222-228.

Also see: Elisabeth Allison, "Self -aced Instruction in the Intro-
ductory Economics Course," Harvard.fnstitute of Economic Research,
paper no. 168, 1974.

_Allison identifies the benefits and costs of SPI, the way it
changes the learning process, and which students find it most_



. helpful. She finds that "ender the.right.t:ircumstances, the
marginal product of SPI is a 10-20 percent increase in scores
and that it inspires students to take mere courses in econcim.s."
(.444 222.) On the Other hand, the initial. Cost of
lishing the "right circumstances" high, the benefits arejlot
uniformly distributed, and after an initiel,period of enthusiasm,
the students are no happier than they are in conyc4tional Courses.

e
The Harvard approach was to prepare a list of operationally'

stated coarse-objectives a,,Ad a set of unit tests which the stuf
dens could-take whenever they believed they had mastered an
.objective. *Upon failing an exaM; the student pould take another
test On ate samematerlal. Ihere was no limit on the., number of
attempts permitted, and full credit 4/as gtven when an exam was
passed. SPI was .introduced into three sectionssf about 30 stu-
dents each,. selected at rand m. , .

The Original intention was to follow a conventibnal evalua-
tion format -- "estimating an achievement equatio4 in which a
test score was the dependent variatkle.and Sig scores, ages, sex,
and grade point average (GPA) , the,c(introls.:.:" ( KER, p. 223.)
This wa0 scrapped, however, in favor of z scheme in which' SPI.

..k would be treated as a new technology in a prdution proceil,
3114.son'dees,not claim to have'found:the best medel for evaluating

for there was e serious ."errors-in7variables" problem, and
they felt hatipered ,by the Lack ,of a generall1/ accepted theory of.
learning.

. It was assumed that students allocate Weir efforts among
courses and other activities in such a way,as to maximize some
_function. -Thus, a student choosing to devote some effort to
economics faces a produetian function defined by his or hei abilr
itx.v.teacher quality, and the instructional method (SM. EhjoiA
mint of'the,coUrse will depend upon 'profit" theedifference
-between the'grade and the cost (psychic or financial)_ iokthe7":Atu-
dent. Irhus,,equations were developed for effert,

, and for enjoyment. Finally, the desire to take further econoMl.cs,
courses was seen as an impor5ant output, so a concentration eqva-i\
tion ("intended courses ") wa also added. In short, the TA,1 was,
designed to- answer theSe que tions

"Does SPI have an, net effect on, learning; enjoyment,
or concentration?.

1

. ;

4'

"How do these eftets... vary among students,
does *Sin differ systematically among definable
classes of students?"'

"If SPI.has,any effect on achievement, enjoyment or
concentrations, what is the mechanism through which
it works?" (hER,-p. 225.)

The some=what disappointing result was that "The direct contribu-
tion of SPI to student happiness is insignificant and its con-
tribution to concentration decisions is small." (ASH, P. 225.)
-

ti
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Althought)le,f iTst year oL the'experiment produced "both re-
ifiA'rkablyliSppy students and a very high proportion of Co gen-
trators,"- the second and third years did not -' suggesti g that
the Hawthorn effect and, heavy faculty involvement'durin that

ittrt 'yearr.had been -iftstrumental; A .

'On the other ha*/ SP:. did appear to .improVe performance
(by abOut 15 percent) on a multiple choice final _examination
,(made up of 10 TUCE itetis, 20. Gn questions,. and 10 1,:edal items) .
SPX, subStituted fer,abo.Ut 150 SAT pocipts and 10 lieurs of .weeklY"
prspar#4.on. by an instructor,. regard to the question of who
derived the greatest benefit from Sig; Allison found that, in

..general,, lower SAT groups and freshmen enjoyed a slight advantage
over higher ',SAT, grows and upperclass stUdentsf She concluded:
"the marginal product, of the well- prepared teacher. is higheS4....with

the lesS student: "- (AER,:,-p. 226.)'? -

y did some st udents do better-in SPI? zt, was found that?),
"....the crucial feature of SPI is the istteraction between students

notand 'srader;,,that it -is ot just slorified. homework ,but very, .

rooted -germ of -one-tb-ene inStruction." conoludesi, "We
seem to have allowed flour Students to substitute efficient,. inter-
aetive hours for pasiive or unfocused hpurs although ,apparently not
to their great pleasure. She further -asserts that "...moving to a
521 system brought about enormous improveMents in our introductory
course quite- apart from, its cotitiibutipn to the learning, of_pa.rti-
cular students fAER, p4 227.)

A1,1ison s work deserving of considerable atterttion; 4pc,tti
because of the findings of this study and the interesting, research
design she >emploxed. 7.

Attiyeh; Ri hard E. 1 G.L. Bach, and Keith Lumsdet, "Tlye
of Progranurt ',earning_ in Teaching Economics: The Results cf a
Nationwide Experiment," American Economic Review, May,1969,
pp. 317-223.

Over 400*0 students in '48 schOOls were iriyolved in this ex-
- pei.;ment in the use of programmed materials in the introductor

college economics cpurse. One group of Students- 4>segraiutted
.Lextbooks exclusively. A second used the programmed materials,
but,alSo, attended cot.ventional lecture classes and discussion Ses-
.sions. 'The thi, 4coup received conventional instruct on and did
not ,use the profraOned looks. Two programmed books were used,
yielding, different, result*. The ,group using these litoo} s exclu
sive.1 did not do as well as the.othur t.wo group's. In the group
.using one of these books at 'a supplement- t:o conventional ins true=
tiot, a statistically significant Avantage was found. The other

.

2 3
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book did not iiNke a.Signigdaift difference.
.

.

A major findin§-vasthat students STending n average of 12
hours studying a programMed text could learn abo t as, much as
those. receiving seven weeks of conventional inst uction.' Further-
more, students using.onlyvthe programmed materia s performed better
on questions sal,ling for the application of thee than on simple
"concept recognition``_ items, and had a positive ttitude toward
programmed learning.

Similar results were reported-in "Factors,Affecting Student
Learning of Elementary Economics" Reith Lumsden, Ed., Recent ."

Reae"ardainiegoliODIc_Bd,ucation (Englewo6d 2liffs, N.J.: Prentice -
Hail, 1970): Also see' Keith LumSden,_"Technological Change,
tfficienc, and Programming-in Economic_Ediication," in Keith
Lumsden, Ed., New Develo merits. in the Teaching of Economics'(Enge-
wood Cliffs, N.J.: Prent;ce-Ha pp. 27-,58', and his "The
Effectivenesp.ef.PzegraMted Learning in Elementary Economies, "
American Economic, RevieW, May, 1967., Pp.652-659.

Questions about the Attiyeh4 Bach, LaMsd9n .study were 'raised
by one of those authors, howe'er. G.L. Bach,-in "A Further Note
n--Prvogrammed_Learning in Economics," The Journal of Economic

Education, gall, 1969, Volume 1, Number 1, pp.56=59, notedthat
the study had hot included an adegOate litiable for Ehl-qUalitY

her-__To ex'plpre_th-is.---an -economies instructor at
Stanford University whb was noted for being one-of the best,
teachers in th'e economics departMent was Used in a controlld ex - -,,

periment. Students were given the choice of (l) using only the
programmed textbook and not attending classes; (2) reading only
the regular textbook and,not attending classes; or (3rusing the
regular text and attending classes. The students learned a little
more,in the conventional mode than by using the ,programmed bdok
only. Those studying the regular textbook did 'as. well as those
using the programMed material, suggesting the possibility that the
students in the national experiment using the programted text die
well because they had to be self-reliant and not because of the
-superiority of the material itself, Thi,s, indeed, raises an in-
teresting question for future research. If Students do well in an
independent study mode, is it because of the teaching strategy per
se or because the students possess the quality of self-reliance
and self-motivation?

.

*, * * * * * * * * *

Bach, G.L., "A Further Note on 'Programmed Learning in Economics,'
The Journal of Economic_ Education. Fall, 1969, Volume 1, Number 1.
Pp. 56-59.

24
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(This study is also briefly described in
.

the summary of the
Attiyeh, Bachl%and Lumiden study above.)

..1
Bach reports on a study comparing programmed teaching with

results obtained by "an experienced, highly skilled teacher in..
4 conyention&l classroom..." which was cpnductedat Sfanford.Uni-
versity during one quarter in 1969. The experimeht dealt only
Wi.#.migi.oeconomics,,and the micro portioil (Part A) of the Test

,
of-Understanding in C6ilege Economics (TU .CE) was used. AbOUET00 7

students were involved. :- 4 - r
. _ -

After three introductory classroom
\

sessions. the students
.,--_,were...allowed_to choose imorre among,. the following: 1

.

1, Read the programmecrtext and do not attend. classes.
2. ,Read only the regular textbook and do not attend'

.,, . .

classes. .
.

. . 3. Read cnly the regular textbook and_attend classes.
.

'
. - ,1

,.

Of course, those choosing 2 or 3 did not have to read the entire
book -- only.thcoe portiobs on the relevant micrbeConomic topi4s.
A week. later the students took an,identical examination and were

----told,the-y-would-be graded' on three separate curves So that they-
would not be penalized for choosing one scheme over aTpther. About
one third of ,the students chose each of the three alternatives.
The grade- point averages of the -three grbups did- not differ sub--
°stantially.

The conventionally,taught students (No. 3 above) achieved a

.
slightly higher,megn score on the test than those in the other

. ,g ups and spent somewhat more time on the course. Yet, Bach
# concluded that "programmed learning appears to be a very efficient

mans of learning.the .core of economic analysis, especially in
courses, with average or-elowLaveragc teacher's 4 (P. 58.) However,
die asserted that with a high-quality teacher in the conventional'
section "the comparative efficienpy of programmed-learning-only
fOr students vanishes." (P: 58.) The students in the conventional
Section found,. the we'ek's work more interesting than did those in

the programmed-learning section. In summary, there is a place for
both programmed learning and high-quality clhSsroom teaching, ac-

. cording to Bach.

* * * * * * * * *

Becker, WiLliam'E., and Michael Ks Salemi, The Learning and Cost
Effectiveness of AVT Supplemented Instruction: Specification and
Misspecification of Learning Models. Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Center for,Economic Education, 1976.(Paper for 0

,/

.
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presentation at the Midwest Econbmics Association Meeting, St.
Louis,- Missouri, April, 192F.) 25pp,

,Becker and Sale'ni examine the selE-paCed audio- .visual
(AVT) approach74 terms of its impact on quantity, .cost

and effigiency of studea., learning it a community colle/e eco-:
nomic prineiPles course. The follo4ing questions are raised:,

Can a learning model be specified, on the basis of formal
.'theoretical and statistical grounds,, within Whicil learning
can be examined in centrol'experimental groups?'

.
#

C

.
its there a difference In the quantity of le-dr-Ring as
measured by the TUCE between Control and experimental
groups?

.

What influence does student classroom and study time have
on learning?

Is the learning produced in the experimental sections leis'
costly to students than that procluced in the control groups?'

Six community co lleges in tiro states were. used. At each coliege
the same instructor taught both a'cOntrol group using his or her
regular teaching method and anexperiteh:tal group using Dairid A.
Martin's AVT package, Introductory-EconoMic Theory. They found
no difference between control and experi,mental.groups in terms of
gain'scores (post '-TUCE minus pre-TUCE). Further, student study'
time had little effect, and there was actually a negai.j.ve corre-
lation between pre-TUCE scores..and..s.iudent learning. There was
no difference in the average cost of learning per TUCE ,oint be-

.

tween the two groups.

One of the simple linear learning models used was as follows;

L = f / A, T, S,

L is Learning; A is Aptitude; T is Time input; S is Situation
(physical learning plant); and u is Random Error. The model says
that learning is dependent (except far the error component) on the
student's aptitude (A is a measure of human capital), time spent
in class and in study, and the environment or situation in which
the learning takes place. Such vast tiles as age And sex were not
included on the ground that their contribution would be reflected
in A.

Although the experimental, treatment had no.differential ef-
fect on learning, there were_ significant differences in leataing

- '



across schoolS The negative coefficient on pre -TUCE casts doubt
depre-TUCE as a meashre of aptitude. Other researchers may want

.
to pay particular attention to Section III of P16 paper, "Non
Linear Learning Models and Correction for simultaneous.Equations
)ilgias." Here Becker and Salemi study the implications of ,fitting
the, learning mcdel.set forth aboye, and dismiss pre-TUCE as an
aptitude proxy. They suggest that a simultaneous equation bias

. may account for the highly significant negative pre-TUCE coeffi-
cient estimates. Vhe.use of an instrumental variable procedure,
such as two stage Apt squares (TSLS) is offered As an appropriate
remedy. Now the TSLS pre-TUCE coefficient estimate becomes positive,
and this is consistent with the assumption, that pre-TUCE is a proxy
for.aPtitude, Nevertheless, they still find'no "discernible dif-
ference" between control and experimental group learning; and stu;
dent time remains insignificant.

Next, they take, up the gap c1.osi_model. The "gap" is the
difference between a perfect score and triesTudent's pre-test
score. It is the distance the student must close to achieve',a
perfect score 04 the pos"--test. The student's pre-test score is
then deducted from his or her post-test score, and this amount is

divided by the gap. The result is the percentage of the gap ac-
tually closed by the student. For example, if a strident needS to,
g4in 10 points to close the gap between his pre-test score-and a
Perfect score,-and he actually gains only 6 points, then his gap-

.,

closing score is 60%. (For an analysis of the gap closing model '

see Frank W. Gery, "Is There a Ceiling Effect.to the Test of Under-
standing in College Economics?" in Arthur L. Welsh, Ed., Research

!..Papers in Economic Education. New Yotk: Joint Council on Economic
),Education, 1972,:pp. 35-49.) With this measure of learning -- the
percentage of the gap closed -- there is a positive reldtionship
between pre-TUCE and student gain. However, Becker and Salemi as-
sert that the gap closing model is misspecified in at least one way.
The model predicts that the change score will be, positive for all
students, but this fails to account for guessing. Thud, a student
might score higher on they pre-TUCE than on the post-TUCE.* Becker
and Salemi dealt with ikis by dropping those cases for which the
change scores were negative. The coefficient of pre-TUCE was sig-
nificantly positive when estimated by.TSLS. They urge that "future
research ... strive to collect data whidh will give inforMation on
.the aptitude of students in economics to use either as a replace-
ment for pre-TUCE or as an instrument for it." (P. 17.1

There was little difference between control and experimental,
groups in terms of learning, and student study time was similar for
both. Thus, the added cost of the Martin material might not be
justified. However, the opportunity cost of student time differed

*Several of my own research projects support Becker ,and Salemi here.
-- George Dawson.
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because the money value of that time (as measured by the wage
rates earned by working students) varied. The student cost of
learning was less for the experimental group, and this offset.
all.additional fixed costs of the Martin package. The average
weekly student cost of learning per TUCE.point, hbwever4-was not
statistically different.

In conclusion, in both the linear and non-linear model speci-
fications, Martin's AVT package was not found to b superior in
increasing economic learning, and student classroom and study time
did not prove to be a significant input. The pre-TUCE effSct.on-
learning was positive when properly estimated by'TSLS. The
authors do not find the added cost of Martin's material to be jus-
tified. They assert that their study provides "a sound statistical
modeling procedure which previously has not been attem6ted'in
economic-education." (P. 21.) 6

(See the Walstad study, described below, which is closely related
to this one. The Tolles and Ginmanxstudy, summarized below, also
deals with Ma'rtin'sAVTliackage.)

* A * * * * * IC* *

Billings, Donald B., P.S.I. versus the Lecture C e in the
Principles of Economics: A Quasi-ControlledExperiment. Unpublished
paper. Boise: Boise Stare University, 1974.

'At Boise State University, Billings experimented with self-
paced instruction ih a one-quarter introductory macroeconomics,.
course. An examination was prepared, using iteps from the Test of
Undetstanding-ip College Econc....tics (TUCE) , and waS administered to
the 31 experimental .ad 45 control students. The control group
covered the same material, but the conventional lecture method was
employed.

After controlling for ability and age, BillihgS found nc'Sig--
nificant difference in perfOrmance on the test. He also tried
several models in an effort to investigate the correlates of achieve-
ment and possible.in.teractions of student characteristics -- class
standing, sex, XT scores, math scores, attitude toward the course,
and number of units mastered -- with self -paced instruction. He
concluded that the regression equations offered "few statistically
significant insights" and that "it appears that all kinds'of stu-
dents can find it'a rewarding experience." (As quoted by Elisabeth
Allison in "Self-Paced Instruction: A Review" in The Journcl of
Economic Education, Fall 1975, p. 6. Since we were unableto obtain

2
..J
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a copy of Billings' paper, we have reli ed upoi. Allison's summary
for the above outline of hie, study.).

'* * * * * * *

\

Booms, Bernard H., and D.
ton for Large Elementary
May 1974.. Pp. 408-413.

4

Lynne Kaltreider, "Computer- Aimed Instruc
Courses," The American Economic Review.

This study deals with the developmentof4a Computer Generated
Repeatable Testing system (CGRT/, as one means of dealing with.the
ptoblems presented by-large enrolIffidrits. It is similar to Allen '

Kelley's TIPS, which is described below. (See Kelley, "Individual-
ized Education through the Use bf Technology in HigherEddcation."
Indeed, the reader may wish to read the summary of Kelley's study,
,first, since TIPS-predates CGRT.)

CGRT is a teaching-testing system implemented by computers.
The tests not only monitor student performance but serve as part
of the learning process. Administered .weekly, the tests (which
are generated by computer) are used in conjunction-with tutorial
services rendered by graduate assistants. .Students iay repeat
tests-and the highest grade is the one that counts. (Note that
in Kelley's TIPS the tests -- or "surveys," as Kelley .calls them --
are not.used for grading purposes._) Students schedule their ex-
.aminations, set\their ewn pace, and receive tutorial assistance when
they want it.

Each exam covers the material in the relevant instructional
unit and,is prepared by computet'from a question bank of 4000
multiple choice items. Each test contains 15 questions. The com-
puter also pro/ides answers, co-mments, ,,ind textbook page refer-'
.ences for each item. Immediate feedback is provided for the
student."and the grades are recorded. The system is relatively
expensive,"however. Ityas estimated that each test cost $0.147,
as compared,yith1/4$0.11 for convehtibnal examinations. (Preparation

. costs, paper, printing, supplieS, secretarial services, processing
.alNd retoi.ding were taken into account.}

. The Test of UnderstandinaiECollege Economics (TUCE) was
administered on a pre- and post-test basis, The CGRT students
did 23.5 percent better than the national norm group. (Simple
gin scoret were used here -m. the difference between.pre-test
mean and post-test mean.) The course also received favorable
ratings ilrem the students, 85 _parcent saying they w6Uld recommend

. it to other Students. Over 82 percen* said that the computer for-
mat was.a good or eAcellent method of teaching. 'Nearly, 90 percent

A.. t.J
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found the immediate feedback to be very helpful, and 90 percent
considered. the repeating of tests to be worthwhile learning
experiences.

.Aneff9ri was made to determine the lasting effects of to
. system by administering the TUCE a year. later. Over 70 of the

CGRT students (out of the original 320 at the University of Penn-
sylyaniat took the test again, revealing that some erosic:. had
occurred. The original` gain score' had been 6.87 points. The riew
gain score was only 3.91 points, a decline of 56.8 percent.. (My
own computations bases upon figures in Table 3, p. 412, indicate
that these students knew 68 percent ,of the material on the'TME at
the end of the course, and one year later they still knew $6 per-
cent of it.) Eighty -seven percent of the students still considered
CGRT to. zee a good c.x excellent method of teaching;, one year after
having been exposed to_it, The tutors. were of the o?inion,that
they' learned more phut worked harder) under CGRT than they did, in
regular recitation sessions. 1Sed the Siegfried and Strand study/
below,,tor,a more systematic analysis of the impact of a similar
experience on'the tutors`.) .

The authors crsnclude that CGRT holds great promise and-that
it can be adapted to individual.students' needs, even to the point
of becoming totally student -- paced. They recognize; of course, that
fprther research is needed.

(This study is also described in Bernard R. Booms, "An'Experi-c
ment in Computer-Managed Instruction," in George G. DaFson., Editor,
Economic Education Ex eriences df tnter risin Teachers,Volume 10.
New Xork:,Joint Council on Economic Education, 1973. Pp. 86-91.

4
A more complete report. including test items on computer print -outs,
details of testing procedures, cost comparison data, the evalua:ion
questionnaire, and statistics on the formal testing can be obtained
from the Ohio University Library, Economic Education Awards Materials,.
-hens,i)hio.)

Bostow, Diane, and G. Hartley Mellish, The Effect of Remediation
on the Performance of Principles of Economies Students Using Pro-
grammed Materials. Unpublished paper. Tampa: University of South
Florida, 1974. 16pp.

This study is 4ot the usual comparison of the performance of
students using programmed materials with those using some, other
means of'instruction. Rather, it deals with one aspddt of many
courses in which some sort of self-paced instruction is employed.
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That is students may often retake.a,test if they have not
achieved a satisfactory score. In ei earlier study, Bostow"
and Connor required students to "remediate"_weekly quizzes when
Scores fell below 90%. Comparing these students with others who
`could ftiOt take the tests again, thpy found:that the :'remediation"
'group_ did better on the first exam. (See V. bostowAnd R. Wtonnort.
"1),: Comparison of TWO Colig-45-57glass ;.'com Procedures: Requited eme-
diAtion versus No Remediation," dourne of Applied Behavior Anal-
Ysis,-1973, pp1599-608.)

-

,t

At the University of South Florida in 1974 eConcmict enEs
using a programmed text-were randomly divided into two g otitis.,
Group A students were requiked to-r,emediate each weelkly est if
scores fell below 90%. Group B could not retake the Ntes s, so
Group 4_44 better. However, ther,were also differeAqes0.n fre-
quenq of testing. To conduct a study in which remediatiakn weilld,
be the on3ty, independent variable to change, the.researcVtays.divided
eCohdmics clasges randomly into two groupsJ- X and Y ---,which.
would experience the same conditions except-that Xstudents could
remediate during weeks whern:YStudOts couldnot. Thus, the tech-,
hiques of multiplei.o.aseline and reversal were employed. Fdt
example, X could remediate tests I7 2, and 3, while-Y could not...
Then Y could. remediate tests 4, 5, and_6, but X could not. Reer-
sal, wherein each group experiences both treatments, makes it .,

I

possible to have a within-groUp comparison of the effects of both
treatments: Th6 multiple Vaseline technique reduces the possibil-e
ity that:accidentaa variability will affect the research. The
problem of :contamination which -is common in experimental vs. control
group designs was avoided.

Students took a multiple 'choice teat...4ring the 4rst class
meeting of each week. Those scoring below 90% took the test again
two days later, plus'a few short essay questions. It was thought_
that students' mOht :not bother tp do well on the first test if they
kneW they would' have a second chance. This was unfounded, however.
The researchers asserted: "...we mutt assume that students' initial
test performance is not affected by the presence of the remedial
oppo4unity." (P. .7.) The majority of, those who remediated, how-
ever, did improve their knowledge of the material. This occurred
even when alternate test items were used in place Of items identi-
cal with those on the original tests. Indeed; "more students
improved on the remedial test when the items were completely dif-
ferent." P. 6.) The authors conclude that: 'There is evidence to
believe now that students perform better on remediation for some
reason other than just postponing the studying they could have done
for the first test." (P. 8.r They urge further-research to see .

whether students who have been able to 'remediate perform better on
final exams.

* * * * * * * * *
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Buckles, Stephdn G., and Marshall E.'mcMahon, "Further Evidence
on.the Value pf Lecturep in Elementary. Econcmics,!' The Journal
of Economic Education, Spring, 1971, Volume 2, Number .,2.
Pp. 138-141.4

..t. "''... -
.. i .,.

4 :t :: .. .s,

-Although the .Buckles-McMahon study dgesnot cOncentrate on

-

personalized, self-paced, pr individualized instructiOn, It has
been included here beca4se it did involve the 'use of programmed
material. FdrthermoreYpersonalized instruction,often implie6
the absence of lebtures, and this study may shbd some light 6n
whether or not the abandonment of lectures has serious consequences.

First, the-authors criticize some of the techniques used in
other btudies. '(They.,refer to the studies-by Attiyeh, Bach, and
LuMsden, by Bach'alone, and by McConnell and Lamphear, reported 4 !

elsewhere'in this booklet.) One "weakness," according to Buckles,,
and 'McMahon, itallovelng students to select the method of learning -,
(see Bniques

nder which they learn better and thus bias the results. ,

tech-h fOt'an example of this) because they m ight select

A second weakness is the use of examinations written by the in-
structor t involved, for this enables them to stress material pn
the test in their lectures. 'Further, they do not believe that a
textbook written, by a teacher involved should be employed. Finally,_
t.,:y assert that "bray bne-uspect of teaching should be tested.
For example, the use of a programmed text alone should not be com-
pared to lectures accompanied, by a conventional as the re-
searcher is not able to isolate the effects of the conventional
text as opposed to the effects of the lectures.." (P. 139.)

The experiment reported here was conducted during the first
two weeks of the secon.. semester of a two-semester. introductory
course, and involved two sections taught by different instructors.
Ddring,four claSs periods the material covered,,b Y. the text was.
fiellicidated." Then, in each section students Were randomly djAp.-
ded and assigned to the control group*, (attending lectures and using_
the'programmed text) and the experimental group -(not attending ela's
but reading the programmed text). The groups were graded,-,9n,seOF
arate curves. The micro portion of the TUCE Was used as a pre-test,
with the results used as an independent variable indicating the..A
economic knowledge.each student brought to the course. The post-
tdst was made up' of items provided by the Joint Council on Economic.
gducation from its test- question bank, according to the.specifica-
tions- of-the researchers. The instructors did not see this test
before it was administered.

RegesSion,analysis indicated that lectures did not improve
student performance, leading to the conclusion'that "class lectures
ftich do nb more dian re-C-iipitulata-thea-SSi§ned reading do not aid' -;

the student in learning elementary microeconomic theory." (P. 140.)
The number of hours spent in studying the programmed text was not
significant, nor was the se%-tbn in which the-student had been

3"
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.placed. The TUCE post-Epq.-ws adminisWed at. the end of, the _

,saqkester, but this did,apt show that.lctureS had added signifi-
cantly. to the students'aparniAgPf economics either. Thus,
lectures did not hav,e a gefataRresidual impact (lasting effect)
;than ,,the_ other ,mode of ip4O ctIon.. .741Ickles and MCMahcn"are not
implying, that lectuwhOuld)5p ,however . Note 'the
qualifying stateme4,"lectures which a9-na,mgre than recapitulate
"the assigned reading." They. believe, rather, that lectures might
be replaced .y. discussaops of applicAtions of:economic theory.
They recognize,.too, that more research. is needed, because their
data.applied only to about 160 students in one university (Vander-

-bilt). _In their _concluding comments' they state that "it would be
-

4.,.0 of immense value to determine what kinds ,of students do best .under
which alternative teaching Methods. Perhaps then education could
be individualized at even the largest universities." (P. 141.)

. . .

* * * * * * * * *

Calvin, Allen D., "Programmed 'Instruction in Economics," in'ieith
G. umsden, Ed., New Dever() Mehts in The Teachin of Economics
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1967), pp.59 -64..

_1
. N

f ..
/ I '

Calvin reports on a study conducted by R. Bryce Young at
Foothill Junior College in Los Altos Hills,'California. The col-

.
lege offered. a course called "Business Economics" which attempted
to cover in one seMeqer the areas covered in the conventional two-
semester,universAty course in principles of economics. A gfe)up.
using a standard textbook and getting conventional instruction was
compared. with anotper group using prograMmed Materi:.1 developed by
.M.ayeh, Lumsde*r and Weiner (The American Economics Series pub-
.'"fished'by Behavioral esearch Laboratories of-Palo Alto, California,

.4. ft . ..' e . .\-,
in 1963. and 1964).

-t

;

The experimental group did not hear lectured, but did attend
-regularly scheduled classes to take.review tests and discuss indi-
vidual problems with the tinstrUctor, 'There was no significant
diffppence between the,twO groups in terms of median scores on the
American College TestirnearogAmNT6Entrance Miamination (Chicago`
Science Research As&X14ates, 1964;. Science research Associates'
Test of Economic Understanding was used for pre-; and post-testing.
The mean improyement of the experimental group was more than double
that.of the group using the conventional text. According' to Calvin,

'wlimranalysis.of variance indicated that the improvement was signi-
--,,--- _ficant_and attributable to _the method of instruction." (P. 63.1

Furthermore,' the group using the ,pxograrted pAteriais did signifi-
cantly better than the national norm group ftir the.TEU. Finally,
the contglI-group ,did no better on the instructor' own final

;

1'' .=4 X".:

'.
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than did the eiperimental group. Thus, Calvin'con-
"programmed textbooks can be an extremely valuable
teaching bf economics-" (P. 63.)

* * * * * * * 4

Craig, Eleanor'! ;i, arltJames B.40'Neill, The Advantages of the
-Humanistic A rgatch in Teachin Colle e Economics (Newark, Dela-

. ware:. T.e Bureau o Economic d Business Research, College of
Business and Economies, University of DelawAre, 1974), 17pp.

. After comparingcseverAl course formats in introductory macro-
economics, Craig and O'Neill concluded that "The more ,that the
student was involved in his own learning., process through self-
instructional techniqUes and individual options for project, the
mort.he perceived that he learned, the more he enjoyed the- in-

\ structor, .and the more favorable changes occurred in his attitudes
4oward the subject matter." Five classes of about 30 students each
94ere.tested with the TUCE and'a departtental final, and filled 'out.
Attitudinal questionnaires.. Two classes were taught by "Instructor

" who used the. Sterling Institute's Economic Analysis pragrammed
materials, Volumes 1, 2, and 3.* Current readings were alio as-
signpd, and there was "frequent testing." Instructors B.,and used
a more traditional tektbbc*, handouts, and suppiementdry readings.
Optional independent activities included a computer game, trips
Washington and New York, de)2ates, book reports, case studies, papers,
and othr individual project.,

n,

.The TUCE was used as pre -test and post-test in all classes,
revealing no significtiht difference in gain Scores. There was no
significant difference in performance on- t&ie departmental final,
and there was a high correlation between performance on that test
and on the TUCg.,-- -(The students were found to be similar in terms,
of SAT math and verbal 6corte, and in terms of grade point. indexes.)

Significant differences Wert found inrattitudinal response.
Students who had optidds fur outside acti-G.Ilies appear to have de-
veloped "a keener` interest in the discipline." (P. 7. The authors,
assert: 'The more positiye attitudes throughout'The semester for
instructors B and C seems to have been generated by the greater
student _involvement in the learning process." ..(P. 12.)

Forot er studies o e Ster ng materials, see Mellish and
Bostow below, and Soper and Thorton below.

3 -1
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Craig Eleanor D., and James B. 0!Nei11,."The Predictability. of
Retention in Economics," The Journal of Economic Education.

z

; . Spring, 19761 :Volume 7, Number-2: Pp. 92r94.

.
Students taught by conventional methods (a standard iqtro-

ductory macroeconomics teXtbook plus a book of case studied) were
. cpmpared with those using self-instructional materials, Again,

,, the TUCE, a departmental final, and an attitudinal questionnaire
were, used. (See Craig and OtNeill, above.) Although they had '

found no "cognitive level differences," Craig and O'Neill thought
that students who had mote positive attitudes toward, the course
might retain the material longer. Their hypothesis was confirmed.

The population tested included students'who had taken l&adil.
tional courses and self-instruction courses two yeirs earlier and
one year eatlier. Some students had since taken additional eco-
nomics courses,, and the mean score on the "Retention Tucg, Was 17,7
as compared with ,15.6 for those who had taken only the introductory
course. A. factor summarizing positive attitudes toward the course
explained eight percent of the variabili&Y in retention. The self,
instructional method accounted for another tic percent, but this

A was statistically significant:: -

The TUCE items are categorized as "Recognition and Under-
standing" giaestions, "Simple Application" items, and "ComplOX Ap-
plication" items --.theclatter being the most difficult. Craig .,I

.and 'O'Neill found no significant differences in retention between
Ahe self-instructional and traditional classes in any of these cog-
nitive areas for all students in the sample..'Howcver, with studen
who had taken the-INtroductogy course only, there was a relationsh
between time elapsed since the course was taken ana-Ehe_method of
inbtruction . gioth methods produced the same level of retention fo
students, who had taken'the course one year earlier. But for studetlts
Who had taken the course two years earlier, the mean retention on
Complex Application iteths'was 16 percent higher for those who had

, Veen exposed to the self-instruvtional method. pee Attiyehu Bach.
and LusiSden, above, to a similar .finding. Craig .an O'Neill cot-1
eluded thae:tpeople remember things which interest them." They
assert that,: 'When post-TUCE performance and verbal were.
discounted, attitudinal interest was the next most important vari-
able in predicting retention results." .(P. 94.)

.

'Ir * * * * * * * * * *

r
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Darnton/ Donald C., "Programmed Learning-Policy. AnalYsis::An
Experiment in Teaching Principles of 4conomics," The Journal of.

. tcaliamic Education.-Fall, 1971, Volume 3, Number 3:711T7IF=TY:
'

.

Virginia Dblytechnic Institute participated in the nationwide'
Atudy of programmed learning conducted by Attiyeh, Bach,.. and
Lumsden (described above). Seeing that their awn results agreed
with the nationwide findings, WI decided,onfurtheI: experimenta-
tion with programmedinstructi%,n. A group of 42 students in a
three-credit introductory macroeconomics course made up the experi-
mental section, They did not attend regulat,classes, but met to

. take weekly tests (multiple-choice and essay)1, and could meet with
Darnton on an individual basis to discuss their progress.

Darnton asserts that the "substance of macroecdnomics" was
.,

. ,
-.

,

.-I

covered .in four .weeks, after wnich the students worked on'poaitian
Papers involving Alfferent ecogomiepolicy issues. The experimental

.
etudents'reportedly devoted less time to the course/ as did the
instructor. Part One of the TUCZ wap,administersd on a pre-test,
post-test basis to the experimental and two control sections, With
the. result that the, experimental students did just as well as those

f '

in the control gyoups and in the national norm grOp4 Thy did
better, however, on the complem applicati.on type of questions, while
the controls and the norm group did. best on the recogliitian.ques-
tions. Darnton explains this by saying: "Conventional texts con-
tain far more descriptive and institutional material than do pro,-

. i-
grammea books, and this information is lidtter tested ,by questions
requiring recognition than application. The policy, analysis papers-
written in the experimental section should have helped students to
apply the theory they had learned, and, so probably prepared them
for those questions requiring more complex application of analytical .

tools.", (p. 33.)
,

.
-

The methodproved.to,,be:poPular with the.experiMental students
, .

(all of whom had-previous) y, been exposed to conventional instruc-
tion in economics),, their evaluations being. "overwhelmingly favor-
able.",. (P. 33.) ,While Darnton dogs not suggest that the programmed
text, plus policy analysis approach replace 'all others, he does ar-
gue that his experiment confirms "that it maybe nne of several

, viable methods of teaching principles of econoMics" (p. 33) And that.
it has "sufficient merit to add it to the variety'of teaching methods

.

Used in the principles course." (P. 34.) .

* * * * * * * A 44 *
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Teas' Vendigal "The Vanderbilt-JCEE Experimental Co se in
Elementary EOonomics," The Journal of Economic Eatic tion.

-I. timcial Issue No. 2, Winter, 104. 94pp. : `-\
.

The experimental course at Vanderbilt involved the adaptation
:of ,the case method to economics instruction. Several years were

I-spent in developing the course and testing.its effects. An at-
;

tempt was made to promote student mastery of economic principles
through a combination of the case method with Keller's self-paced
P.S.I. In place of lectures, the students get an assignment which

I-they study with Ilhe help of a proctor, then take a test when they
think they are ready, for it, Complete mastery is expected before
the student goes'on to the next assignment, and grades depend upon
the number of assignments completed. Students know what they have
-to do to achieve an A, B, or C grade,. and incentive is high. Stu-r
dents work at their own pac6, having personal contact with instruc-

t

tors when needed. Students may earn up to 80 points during the1.
'Semester and up to 20 more on the final exam. .One must earn 90
'points fckr sn'A, 80 for a 8, etc.

.

4

,
For each_of seven sections of 'the principles. course there is

a written test on, basic concepts. This is worth four points. The
concepts are those which the student must know in order to,analyze
economic issues and cases-Thr sPvAn teets,aee in the study guiaes
and students must pass. each with 100 percent correct. There is also

-'an analytic test for each Of the seven sectios, also worth four .

points. Sample queStions, but not the actual test items, are avail-
Able to students in'advallce. Students may, take, these tests either
',Eh Written or oral form. Thp latter form is considered'"a powerful
',method of teaching." (P. 7.) Students earn 56 points by passing
the basic concepts and abstract analysis tests, and they must do this
to pass Ehe.course.

-

, Students also earn points by passing tests on policy cases.
(See Rendi9s Fels and Robert G. Uhler, Editors; Casebook of Economic
Problems"and_Policies. St. Paul; West Publ. Co., 1974,75.) They
study a case (such as the economics zf an all-volunteer army), de-,

. velop their own positions on the issue, write it up, and have their
essay evaluated: If the essay is. deemed "excellent,' the student
goes, onto anew ease. They may earn up, to 24 points in this manner.

Deputing somewhat from the usu al P.S.I. procedures, Fels re-
tabled a conventional final examination. He believed that byre-
viewing for the final.` the students would reinforce their 'earnings
and perhaps retain the materiarlonger.

. Preliminary evaluation, while limited, was 'favorable enough to
encOutag.'e continuation of the experiment. The results are set forth
in the study by,Siegfrie4 and Strand,, described below. (pp,9-26.)

4
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(If the preliminary findings are of interest, or if readers wish
to examine other related studied by Fels, see t1.4 following:

Ben Bolch, Rendigs Fels, and Robert Uhler,. An Experiment
with telf-Paced Instruction. Unpublished paper. pashvillei
Vanderbilt University, 1912. (Self-paced instruction vat)
used in a basic Macro course in conjunction with a pro- .

grammed text. The performance of the 27 experimental stun
dents was compared with that of 109 Control students on the
TUCE and the CLEF. No significant difference was found.)

Rendigs Fels and Dennis R. Starleaf, "Controlle d Experiments
in Teaching Techniques." Southern Economic'Jourxial. July,
1963. 68-73.

Rendigs Fels, "Developing Independent Problem-Solving Ability
in Elementary EcOnomics." American Economic.Revielq. May:
1974. -Pp. 403-407, /

.

* * * * * * * * *

,Fusfeld, Daniel A., and Grego_ry Jump, "An Experiment with Program-
med Instruction in Eanomics.' The Southern Economic Journal.
Januaiy, 1966. Pp. 153-354,.

4

In one of the earliest experiments With programmed instruction;
Fudfeld and Jump at the University of Michigan- evaluated the effect
of programmed materials, on learning supply and demand. The ma-
terials were used.during.the first week of the second semester of
the introductory principles course. The normal lirodedure was to
have students attend A one-hour lecture and Three one-hodr discussion

, sessions each week. In this experiment, two disqusiion sections were
excused,from clasdes for one week and were told_ to study entirely on
their own, using programmed material. The same test was used both
for pre- and post-testing. Students kcpt logs on the time spent in
studying,

The two control sections were taught by the same instructors
responsible for, the experimental se;tions. Students were told they

. were part of an experiment and knew they would be tested after one
week. .(The test was made up of 20 true-false and five completion
items taken front the programmed material and the workbook used in
the course.) The post-test was to oiount'as part of the students'
final grade. The basic questions posed by the researchers were:

1.'
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I
(l) Can studerii's learn as much from independent study using

,RFOgrammed Materials as from conventional instruction?
.(2rObeethe textbook make a difference when used in con-

,-,ijunEtion with prograMmed material?
(3) Is learning improifed when students are aware, that an

experiment is being conducted.and that they will be
tested?

(4) Does, independent study save time for students and/or
teachers?

-The pre-tests revealed no significant differences between
groups. The post-test likewise showed no difference, indicatirig
that prograMmed instruction was as effective as the conventional.
Method. When uded'in conjunction with programmed material,,, the
textbook added nothing to student achievement. Student awareness
ot,the fact that they were part of an expetiment and that they+
would' be tested did make a significant difference in their learning,
(Two ."secondary control sections" had set up, Consisting% of
students who were not told. they were part of an experiment and were
not told that a test would be given at the end of theweek.)

, -, .
z A,

The data were also broken downby bright, average, and pqor
students. The lower thii.d shbwed the fargst improvement; the top
third showed the least. This was to be expected on a test With an
upper limit. More importantly, however, when the bright, average,
,,,and poor students were Compared across groups (experimental and
,control) it was revealed that the programmed students did as well.
as_their peers in the control sections.

, .

Finally, the programmed students spent less time in studying,
but learned as much, as their colleagups in the conventional sections.
Ppsfeld and, Jump reCogni-ied the fact that they were dealing with
small:samples (about 70.students altogether), but, oncluded that in-
dependent study can We as effective as cbnventional Instruction while
saving time for ,both 'students and instructors. s'

Gordon, Sanford, "Oktimizing the Use of Televised Instruction,"
The Journal of Economic Education. Fall, 1969, Volume I, Number 1.

Gordon reports on an experiment in which three modes of in- .

Struction were compared at the State University of New York at
Oneonta. In addition to a conventional lecture-discussion section,

"I
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one group of 25 students received basic economics instruction
. through television, followed by ten or fifteen minute discussions
led' by dsenibr student. A third group of 25studen-_.s. worked
individually in study carrels, using Etimm.film cartridges and set-
Sting their own pace. Students in the different groups were matched
in,terms of regents scholarship exam scores, sex, and academic
major. On the midterm and final examinations, 14 of the students
in the individual study group achieved higher scores than their
counterparts, while 11 in,the.TV group had higher scores. The
differences were not statistically significant, however. Gordon
noted that further research was needed, but concluded: "If our
product, the introductory course, is to meet the needs of our con-"N
sumers, the students, we must recognize their differences and,vary
our offering to meet their changing demands." (P. -50.) -

* Irer * * * * * *

Han 1, Eila, The Grade Incentive as a Systematic Variable in thp
Comparison of Conventional vs.Behavior Managed Learning of Princi-
ples of EconomicS.' Unpublished paper. Tampa: University of South
Florida, 1975. Pp. 12:

'This study invo lves a comparison of prograMined learning and
t he conventional lecture-discussion approach at the University of
South Florida. (See the Mellish-Bostow study, summarized below.;`
Hanni hypothesized that' -the incentive offered to students taking
the test was more important than differendes in teaching methods.

In the experimental group the studentb were tested'at least
one a week and were required to re-take tests.wfieq peiformance

....eras-below'VaStery level. This group rarely attended lectures. The
students received behavioral objectivea,at the beginning of the
quarter, and their grades depended upon a point system. The control
group students were tested infrequently, were not allowed reme0J.a-
tion, and attendpd fr.r lecture sessions per week, often accompanied
by Cless discussion. These students received a convent,ional sylla-
bus and were graded on a curve, A multiple ctDice 'examination was
administered at the end of the quarter to both. groups. Most of the
questions were -taken from the TUCE.

There was no significant difference between the experimental
and control groups. That is, the programmed approach was as Ocd
as -- but no better .than -- the conventional-method: It does make
a diffeTence,, however, if the test used to compare groups counts .

-ward the student's course grade. Hanni notes that "Norms have
been developed without motivation for the test being explicitly

11J
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recognized as a contributory flEtor.... In major undertakings, such_
,

as the_ preparation of the TUCE tests, no unj.form motivational frame-
work was set up. ". (P.''5.) This is an important*Obiervation. The

' Manual for the.TUCE points out (p. 13) that about one fourth of the
instructors administering the TUCE to collect norm data used the
test as part of their fi.nal examinations and that the effect of this
on the scores is not known. The instructiOns-iesued.to those parti-
cipating in the norming of the TUCK were to tell the students that
their scores would be used Lo develop national comparisons and that
their results would be compared with those from other schools. Hanni
argues that "more meaningful comparisons of student performance in
conventional vs behavi'or managed learning situations are obtained if
standardized, validated tests are used in both cases and the contri-,

bution of this test to the overall grade is employed-as an independent
variable .." ',(P. 7.) Marini's regre'ssional analysis showed that the,
weight assigned to the test used:to compare experimental and control
'groups was a significant determinant of the student!s final test
score. The basic tOnclu5ion is that "there is a need to develop
testing 'situations, and especially norming situations, where a grade
incentive is present and controlled for. Norming situations that
rely on the willingness of the students to work for the beneat_OT
'future generations of students' defeat their purpose. ...if
considerable portion of the course grade depends on the result of the
final test, student performance will be good; however, if the _test
Will have little or no effECt on the course grade, student perfor--

' mance will drop Off." (P. 12.)
OP,

* * * * * * .* * * *

Havrilesky, Thomas, "A Test of the Effectiveness of Teaching Money
and Banking by Programmed Instruction," The Journal of Economic
Education. Spring, 1971, Volume 2, Number 2. Pp. 151-154.

Havrilesky's study differs from most others in that it deals
with money and banking rather than the_ introductory micro or macro
course as a whole. The programmed text used deals with rhoney and
banking, whereas most other experiments used programmed materials

--t-ttn basic principles of economics.
rr

The 36 students involved in the study were taking a macro
course at Duke University. All were sophomores, and all had had
ten weeks of conventicnal instruction which excluded monetary theory
and money and banking. The experimental group of 15 students was
required to do 1140hort chapters of programmed instruction during a

tone-week period. The 21 control students received conventional in-
struction, attending three class lectures and one individual

4I
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4

'tu/Pial session with the instructor. They read several,chapters
in standard textbooks.

Each group took a pre-test made up of 12 questions in mone-
tary economics taken from the TUCE AnA four items prepared by the
instructor. (The instructor was the same,for both groups.) Each
gr- oup was graded on a separate curve. Th ora. wasrno significant
difference between groups in terms of pre-test mean, grade point
average,. SAT total score, cumulative class grade, and hours,devoted
to study during :Lie week. The programmed group achieved a higher
mean score on the post-test, however., and the difference was signi-

.
ficant at the .005'level. An.ordinary least squares regression
analiSie revealed that the use of programmed instructi3a, grade point
average, and cumulative grade in class were significant at the .05
'level. The use of programmed instruction increased the pOst-test
grade by 8.7 percent.

4

Havrilesky suggests the possibility that programmed instruc-
tion has a comparative advantage for short periods, but that. -the
advantage might decline as the time period in which it is used in-
creases. Programmed instruction might generate self-reliance and
cause students to work harder, and _perhaps they "generally work well
with programmed'materials." (P. 154.) contrary-to some other re-=
searchers, Havrilesky thinks that prograthMed learning works well with
the better students, but he asserts that all students in his study
benefited; Finally, .he concludes that "programme.d instruction excels.
for core learning,over equal, short periods of ipplication." (P.154.)

*. * * * * * * * * *

Kelley, Allen C. , l'IncliVilluAing Education through the Use of
Technology in Higher Education," The Journal of Economic Education.
Spring, 1973, Volume 4, Number 2. Pp. 77-89.

While teaching the introductory economics course at the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin (Madison), Kelley became concerned at the "deper-
sonalization" caused by large enrollments. Thus, he developed his
Teaching Information Processing System (TIPS) as a means of providing
some sort of individualization within the context of large lecture
courses. The problems are well known professors go too fast for
some students, too slow for others. Frequent feedback is lacking,
.and when students dl get some sort of indication of how well they are
doing it may be too:late to Coirect deficiencies easily.

Kelley's TIPS :ombined the results.of weekly multiple-che
surveys (he dethnes to use the term "eia.m") with data about the

4 ;:
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students, such as his or her aptitUde and achievement test scores,
math backgpound, and previous performance. Student..-strengths and
weaknesses are identified and Matched to alternative assignments
'which Are reported on a Student liolport Form. The student receives
an assignment tailored to his or her instructional needs.. For ex-
ample, a. student mioht'receive an optional assignment on a concept
already dnderstood and a required assignment relating.to something
not well understood. A student winb 4 strong aathbackground might
get an assignment that would enable that individual, to utilize that
background on the economic topi6s. Students who sloovery well may
get special assignments, such as attending a special discuOsion sec-
tion or reading material on a current economic issue. The surveys
Will-also indicate whether or not.a student needs tutorial assistance.

The professor also gets feedback on the class as a whole, en-
abling him or her to concentrate on weaknesses. How is all of this
done? Since the professor sannot know a la,"ge Taanber affitudents
personally, a domputer processes the surveys and generates the spe-
cific assignments. The surveys are not used for grading the students,
heri5e Kelley's reluctance to call them tests. The following examples
mill illustrate the use of the surveys:

Al.) Me. W. achieves a "perfect score cm a surveys Instead of the
regular class assignment, he receives a special handout which
goes beyond the regular course presentations. He is also ine,
vited to attend an intermediate course session. All of this
is explained in the computer print-out which reports to Mi. W.
-the results of the survey. The print-ont even contains a touch
of humer -- "Congratulations -- you obtained a_perfect score.
Yeu. are either extremely bright, or just plain %lucky.' (P. 85.)

(2) Mr. J. did not 'do as well as Mrs,. W.' He missed two of the ten
questions. The,ocomputer tells him which itemsjle.missed and
tells him where to look for the correct answers. He is also
told to attend a special discussion session. The computer
"knows" that Mr. 3, has a strong background in math, so he is
assigned to a section in which mathematical techniques will be .

used in developing the economic concepts.

J3) Poor Mr. T. answers only three of the ..en items coirectly. Fie
h speciol msteriarwhich are simpler than

the basic textbook, a R told how Lo learn the concepts
. he missed through the study 4programmed textbook.

.The system is fast and efficient. The surveys take. five to ten
minutes to complete, and the students receive their Report Forms
within four to ten hours. The professor and the teaching assxstant3
also receive Report Forms. Thus, the teaching assistants quickly '

0

.
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learn which concepts are being graiped by their students and-which
need, reinforcement. The professors get the,same kind of feedback
for the class as a whole.

.

Ryeral 4Valuations of TIPS have been made. Students in TIPS
sections were the experimentalsL students getting conventional
lecture-discussion instruction served as controls; Those in the
contr 1 group xeceiveC, identical assignments, while TIPS stidpnts
re ved assignments geared to their problems, beickgrounds, and
abilities. There \fere about 250 students in each group. Identi6ar
texts were used, and the two groups proved' to be similar in lurks
of aptitude, prior academic achievement, academie majok,,class, and
math background. Tho.same.Mid-term examwas administered to both
groups (at the same hour).

Through regression analysis, with controls for such variables
.ai class, major, ACT and SAT scores, pre-test pc",res.(using the
TUCE) sex, math backg.mund,sand section leader, it was found that
_TIPS increased examination scores by about 15 percent for the aver-

.

age .student. The benefits of TIPS were not evenly.distributedc
however. Low achieversjas Measured by- ACT and' SAT) gainectMoSt
f..;em.t. their test scores increasing .hy 19 percent. High achievers

r gainedItout 13 percent-. Thus, while all derived benefit from TIPSt-
,its greatest impactwai op the poorer student.

also' did a' listing - effects study, retesting students ,

after on year.. This revealed that the TIPS students maintained
their superiority 'over time, although its magnitude diminished,
The proportion of TIPS students selecting economics as a major was
23 percent higher than that of the controls. Yet, the TIPS,group
did' not give the course or the instructor a higher rating, nor did
they enjoy the course more than the control students. Kelley feels
that further eva1uatio ;s axe needed, although TIPS is now being used
in 70 different universities and informal reactions are highly
favorable.

For other reports on TIPS see the following:

\,.." Herber -1.5,.- Grubel and Allen C. Kelley, TIPS and the Use of
Computer in Teaching Economics: The Experience of Simon
Prase , Unpublished paper. Durham, North Carolina: puke
Uhiversi.ty, 1974. .

Allen C. Kelley, -An Expeieiment with 't :PS: A, Computer -Aided
Instructional System for Undergraduate EduC4tion " canAmeri1 ,

Economic Review. Hay, 1968. Pp. 446-457.

.4
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A Alleh C. Kelley; "The Economics of Teaching: The RoIe .of
TIPS," ih Keith G. Lumsdeni Editor, Resent Research in
EconoMic'_Education. (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.- Prentice-114111
1376776747P07-

Allen C. Kelley, "On the Appraisal of Technical Change in
'Classroom.Instruction," in George G. Dawson, Editor, Economic
Eaucation E eriences of Ente risin Teachers, VclusETUE"---
IN ew Yor . Jo nt Counci on conom c ucation, 1973.)
'Pp. 78 -85'.

. .

Allen C. *Kelley, "TIPS and Technical Change in ClAaroom In-
struction,"*American Economdc ReviL4. May, 1972. Pp. 422 -428..

.

* * * * * * * *

Kelley, Allen C. and: Caroline Swartz, "Student to Student Tutoring
iti:Eco onii s, "he Journal of Economic'Education. Fall, 1976,

'tq

Kelley's TIPS, in which computers are used to help indii.t.jdual-
ize instruction, is described in the report Ammediately above.
This study reports on-'an experiment in which student-to-studen0
tutoring was added to TIPS in the freshman economics course at Duke

,

University. Students who performed well on the TIPS surveys were
offered exemption from an examination if they would tutor students'
who were having difficulty. The tutors had to attend a one-hour
training session, hold group tutorials for three to six students,
and be available for one-to-one tutoring.

Students having problems were invdted,'but not Neauired, to
'attend tuEorial sessions. About 18 percent of the class was so in-

- vited, and 11 percent did attend. Such self-selection raises ques-
tions about the extent ts, which the experiment was wen-controlled,
but a comparison,of "background attributes" -- SAT scores, Wigh
school GPA, math bickground, and exposure to high school economics --
ahoWed the students who rejected the invitation to be similar to

. those who accepted. Self-selection, then, probably didn't bias the
rdaults, unless self-selection indicates motivation. Kelley felt
that self-selection very possibly did indicate motivation, and that .*

this factor in combination with the tutorials explained. the superior
perforrOance UT WFTE.rideliEs4,§4Iikaccepted.tutoring.
. .

All students took two mid-terms and a fplal, and, were required
to hand in five eases. Points earned on the tests and through the
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cases were added to get total points f the.course. All of the.*

wbacAground -attrl.hutes,2.stetisti fly significant effect'
on perfokmance.. The impact of the_tut -ial, program was much
greater, howevei, often raising studelit scores sufficiently to
increase their -course evaluations by a full letter grade.. Further-
more., the, cost of. Relley's tutorial program was loW.' (Fir the
effect of tutoring on the. economic learning of the tutor, see the
Siegfried and Strand study summarized, below.)

7

k pc,* A * * * * *
'.

,

Luker,. William; Mariahne Bonds; Watt Black; and .Th(*las C. H011and,

"The Quasiexperimental StUdy of the Differentiai Impact o! Fetti
Delivery Systems on Economic Understanding," The Journal of EconoMi6
Education. Spring 1975, VOlume 6, Number 2. tg:114=111

The researcheri.keasured the impad't of four "delivery systems"
on studeptfknowledge of economics. The TUCE was emplolled to. test

the effect of games and simulations, closed-circuit television (the
taping and playback of studeltt presentagons), 'programed learning,
and the conventional lecture-discussioligapproach. Over 190 students
enrollea.in a fflioroeconomics course At North Texas, State Univerdity

were tested.. They were randomly assigned to various groups. The
students also completed questionnaires on how much thdy enjoyed each
delivery.system.and how effective it was. in preparing them for

examinations.

.A tutor was assigned to each group with instructions to usp
each delivery system one' time. The students were tested before and
after exposure to each system. The research desi4n was a modifica-
-tion of Campbell and Stanley's quasiexperimental, counterbalanced'

design No. 11. (See Donald T. Campbell and Julian C. Stanley,
guerkental and Quasi-Ex erimental Desi ns for Reseaxch, 8th ed.

Chicago: Ran McNa y,

Our interest in this study stems from the fact thae programmed
materials were included, and programmed materials are often used. in
self-paced instructional programs. Thdresearchers found that
"There was, no significant differential impact attributable to de-
livery systems on increased economic understanding." (P. 136.) They
concluded, however,, that 'Programmed learning is'probably more ef-
fective if students recognize its value." (P,. 1370 They ,did find

"a significant interactive relationship between increased iFinonac
understanding ad the degree to which students using programmed
materials,perceive programmed learning as worthwhile in preparing

for-testi," _ On the other hand, Iprogrammed learning was
.not as popular as the other systems. The order of preference was

w
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(M- Ones and simulations, (2) lecture- discussion, 13) closed-
circuit TV, and (4) programmed learning. A final conclusion was
that a multiple set of delivery -systems can be used, "with the
Most effective coMbination being programmed, learning and games
and simulations." (P. 137.).

* * 3i * * * k k * *'

4

ttiMaden, Reath, "The Effectiveness of Programmed Liaining'in Ele.7
Mentary Economics," American_Economic Review, May, 1967. Pp. 652-659.

LutsAen xeportson seVekal studies measuring the effectiveness
of programmed learning. in microqconomics. These involved students
at Yale, Stanford, the Oniversity of California at San Diego, tiles-
leyan; the University of Illinois, and Marin College.,

I

, The first two experiments involved about 100 studcits at
Stanford who had not had economics before in college and about 136
'sophomores at Sap Diego who had taken introductory n'cro. The
classes were split into three matched groups called A, 4, and C.
Studdnts in A received programmed material and were told to ase this
exclusively. Those in B were taught in the conventional manner,
using their regular textbooks and attending lectures covering the
same material. The C group studied the regular basic: textbooks only
(the same as those used by B). All students could attend.oestion
sedsions and consult the professor and the teaching assistants.. At
the end of one month all took the same examination, made up of true-
false and essay questions. Thp group A students achieved signifi-
cantly higher scores. (There was no.diffgsdnce on the objective
part of,the-examination, however.) All students then received con-
ventiona) ,instruction and a common examination at the end of the
course. Group A students again outscored B and C pn the final ex-
amination. Lumsden could not be sure, however, whether programmed
instruction accounted for group A's superior performance.or they,
were superior'to begin with.

In.a slightly different experiment at the four other schools,
sections were randomly selected from the introductory classes% The
experimental group studied the programmed text only; the controls
used conventional texts and attended classes. All took the carne
test after four or five weeks. The test was made up of multiple-
choice items from workbooks. A simple regression analysis was made,
with test score as the dependent variable and treatmentroup and
-intellectual capacity as independent variables. At Marin College
the control students did significantly better, but at the other three
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colleges there was no differerfte between groups. (Marin is a

:junidr college.) When edjustments were made for time. spent
studying there as no significant difference between the pro-
grammed and non-programmed sections. Lumsden cautiously con-
cluded that independent study through programmed instruction can
be as effective.ai'conventiona.s. teaching (at least for learning
price theory) and that it.. saves time for both.teacher.and student.
The programmed sections spent much less time ilistudying (less.
than half as much at the University of Illinoisli but learned as
much. Finally, of the 500 students who responded to questionnaires
on their preferences, 49 percent. chose programmed'insttuction,"26
percent selected the conventional, and the rest were indifferent%

(Also see the study by Attiyeh, Bach, and Lumsden,'summarized
above.) ",

* i1 k * * * * * * *

McConnell, Calipbell R.d and Charles Lampheart "Teaching ,Principle.s

of Economics Without Lectures," The Journal of Economic Education.
Fall, 1969, Volume le Number 1. T:5716-75277'

This is-one of the early studies designed to answer' the ques-
tion: "Can today's college:student.:.grasp the principles of eco-
nomics without the aid of the classroom teacher?" (P. 20.) The-

authors compared the performance of students studying economics by
closed-circuit televised lectures with 'a "lectureless" group. Over
40O students sPt the University of Nebraska were involved. 'Students
in the first semester of the principles course were permitted' to
choose between the two groups, and 86 chose the lectureless section.
The-Omnibus ilersonality..Inventory. (OPI) was administerqd.to both
groups to see if those selecting the lectureldss section had more
autonomy or 4nitiatiye. The OPI revealed no significant difference
between them. Students in both groups used a'conventional texbook,
study guides, readings on current issues, and programmed material.

The TV lectures were textbcok-oriented. Ten tutorial sessions were
held.for each group under the direction of graduate assistants.. ,

Short seAf-tests were also prepared-, enabling students to check

their progress frequently.

To compare the performance of the two groups, several tests

were administered. One was a 170-item examination desned es-
pecially for the Nebraska principles course. A second was the

Test of Economic Understanding (TEU), designed for high school
students but widely used in coll ges before the developmen't of the

TUCE. A third was a 90-item test made up of questions supplied by

46



the committee that was treating the TUCE, referred to as the "Pre-
liminary College-Level Examination" by the authors. Finally,
,they used Part I, Form At of the TUCE (macro section).

On the Nebraska test, the lectureleAs group achieyed a mean
score .three points higher than the control group,, but this was not
statistically significant. This test .contained ehree types of
questions -- factual, conceptoel, and analytical. The lectureless
group achieved higher means on sail three types: but again the dif-
ference was -riot significant (.10 level). Similar results were
obtained on the other tests'as well -- the lecturelesS group doing

'better, but not significantly so. Both groUps outperformed the
.national.norM group .on the TUCE, significant at the .01 level.

Thi data wereNlso disaggregated in terms of student ability,
as measured by cumulative WA. It was expected that the poorer
students in the lectureless group would suffer from the absence of

'lectures and thus do less well than their counterparts PI the TV
group. Tilts was not the case, however, the lectureless students
-doing as well or better than those ih the control section.

An'attitude survey showed that the lectureless group gave a
significantly higher rating (at the .001 level) to the instructional
method, and had a slightly (but not significantly) more favorable
attitude toward economics as A discipline. '

Compariso4ns were:also made between the lecturelesa group's
performanCe and that of students_ exposed to lime lectures in large
and small groups during the previous year. Again the_lectureless
{group did just as well. McConnell and tamphear 'concluded that
"pedagogical. capital (study guides and programmed material) can be
successfully substituted for text-oriented lectures,..." (P. 31.)
The student is forced to accept responsibility for his or her own
learning when denied "professorial spoonfeeding," must ake the
initiative in the pursuit of knowledge, and becomes better pre-
pared for life-long self-edudation. Furthermore, the authors feel,
tEe gap between undergraduate and graduate education may be narrowed
if students are required to work independently.

* * * * * * * * * *

Mellish, G. Hartley, and Diane Bostow, The Experimental Analysis
of Learning 3ehavior in Princ'ples of Economics. Unpublished paper.
Tampa: University of Southern Florida, 1975.. 9pp.

This paper reports on an experimental program involving a-
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---*Odified, Keller system, or personalized sy 8,*11. of instruction.
(s0e, F.S. Xeller, "GoodbyerTeacher:'...-" Journal of A lied

s',..E:ahaviar Analysis, 1968, pp. 79-89.) ThT7sliFfirogramme vo.pailes

o the.text-Economic,Analysft (Washington, D.C.: Educationdt'
Technology Corp.) * were ased.-at the pniversity of South Florida
.with over 1300 students in 1974-75. tThe aOthors' experiment with
remedial testing has already been reported.- (See Bostow and

Mellish, above.) In addition, students in traditional leptui6,

;lasses were compared with, those Using the programmed approach

-- the Teat of Understandin..incoll (TUCE) bei

used fon pre - -and post-test inThe-Veacier attitude
survey -Ws also used on a pre- and ppstutebt basis. (See
karstensson and-R. Vedder, "A Note. on Attitude -as a Factor in

. ,
earning -Economics," The Jouknal _of Economic Education, Volume 5,

NuMber 2/ Spring, 197477.71WiliT5B7IT4RTfrairaifterence in
-perforMance on the TUCE, but stiadeni.. attitudes towe*1 economics'
improved-in the experiment4 section lkyhild those it the traditional
sectiojasAlettaimed), and thelpersonaliked rkethod reduced...cost per

student, by about 50 %. Furthe ore, students for whom English is a
second language were able to rform."satiSfactorgy'.'" Fin6lly,

there was 4 comparison b tweencriterion referenced and norm re-

ferenced grading. The was liittle difference betwee'n the groups'

. test scores, but the norm7re4erenced group had far _more complaints

bout the grading system, The authors. concluded that "The knowledge
arO understanding of economics.4ained by students in thii system
was at least as great as that ackioved by student* in traditional
1a2;)es,pbut at a much lower cost\ to the Univer'sity." (P. 9.1 For

more Jet'ail, and for information on other studies at the University
07 South Florida; see G. Aartley Mellish, Diane Bostowt Nick Mystic,
and Darre4 E. Bestow, "A Behavioral Miproach to.the"Teaching of
Princlple, of Econot1c1." Atlailtic Economic Journal, NoveMber, 1974.

An unpublished. 53-page cipa17/IIRTAT-iame title is available from
the authors at the UnLversity of South' Florida in Tampa.

* * k * * * * * *

Negus P.E., "Individualized Learning and Economics," EconOmics:
The Journal of the Economics XII, Part 2,

Summer, 1976, pp. 91-06.

Two economics instructors at the Arnold and Carlton College
of Further Education in Nottingham, England, have introduced a

*These dre often referred, to as "the Sterling Institute Materials."
(For other studies of these materials,see Craig and O'Neill,,
above, and Soper and Thorton, below.)

50
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system (itself-paced instruction in the introductory principles
coarse; The syllabus is broken down into "blocks" or units Of
cork-. 'Each of the units contains basic information, references
to textbooks, cassette tapes, newspaper articles, exercises,
multiple_chaice questions, essays, and,topics to prepare tor in
tutorial sessions.' Students work through the units individually,
or in small groups, and then present their work for marking and
discussion.

Students work at their own pace and in whatever sequence they
prefer, except where mastery of one unit is essential bdfore
studying a later one. Some form of assessment is included in most
of the units, ustialp consisting of 'multiple choice queStions plus
several problems requixing practical application. There ii no for-
mal. Classroom instruction; the instructors serve as tutors for in-

.,,,. dividuals or small groups. After completing a block the student
ithets with the tutor to discuss the content and the questions.

. ,

Evaluation was rather informal during the first year, but it
was concluded on .the basis of student re ction and test perfor-
mance that about half favored the new ap roach and that "lable stu-
dents may perform better under individua kA0 learning conditions
than more mediocre students." (1. 96.) The lack of whole gkoup
discussion guided by the instructor was seen as a weakness, but the
tutorials enabled the instructors to identify the weak points in
eaoh student's understanding and provide a remedy. The students
read more, wrote mora essays, and completed more-exercises than
those in the conventional classes.' The instructors felt that their
relations with students improved, but that they were compelled to
dosinore work because of the students' greater output.

* * * * *.* * ..t

Newton, Jan M., and Fred J. Abraham, An Exploratory Study of the
Effectiveness of Alternative Instructional Procedures in the
Teaching of the Principles of Economics. Unpublished paper. Eugene;
University of Oregon, 1973. 250p. appendices.

Newton and Abraham compared their "interview method" with
students taught in convencional large lecture sections and with
those taught in small discussion groups of 15 to 30 persons. The
large lecture section was taught by a :eteran professor with an
excellent reputaflon for teaching. Twe mid-term examinations, a
final examination an "all section final" were administered in
the large lecture section. The small discussion groups were taught

Si
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by graduate students who were permitted to select their own
teaching techniques.

. Students in the intervievz section did not take comprehensive
tests dlring tle term, but took the "joint final" at the end.
After studying from 12 to 20-pagesof the assigned textbooks, the
students would be interviewed by undergradugte teaching 'assistants
tstudents who had passed the course at the "A" level). The inter
views would last about 15 minutes, and the student's discussion of
the text material would be judged "satisfactory" or ,"unsatisfactory"
by the teaching assistant. ,his would then be recrrded on the in-
dividual's progress sheet. Tf<an "unsatisfactory' judgment 'was
mader the student would be permitted to repeat the 'interviews until
"tAtisfactory",was achieved. Upon achieving a "satisfactory" rating
the student would become an intervieWer,for other students: After
two interviews as student and two as listener, the indivIdual would
take a written test on the material covered. This Was a 20-tinute
open-book examination. All questions.hadto be "flinctionally cor-
rert" if a rating of "satisfactory" was to be achieved. Otherwise,
the student had to re-study the material until a "satisfactory"
rating was obtained. Alternative sets of questions were available
for the re-testing. Individual tutoring was proVided for students
who had problem0. The student's course grade depended upon the
number of units mastered. Thug, the student could, in effect, de-
cide what grade to achieve and work accordingly]

The itens the "joint final" were selected from the TUCE.
This,examintiot. counted,toWard the course grade in the large lec-
ture hectione'&41 the small group _sections, but not in the interview
sections. The students in the interview sections were required to
take the test but-Were told it would not count. This proved to be a
mistake, as students often left within ten minutes. This was later
modified so that the final examination. score did have some effect.

It could not be used to raise a student's score, but poor performance
on the test might lower the individual's grade.

Revisions were made in the interview foriat each time it was
employee, and the researchers did not control'for possible differ-
encel_in age, sex, academia ability, acid the like. Students Were
not randomly assigned to the three instructional groups, but the
authors considered the students to be "reasonably matched." (P..4.)
The fact that in-the interview section there was a high proportion
of A's and ,B's led "to some disenchantment among students and faCUlty.

(O. 13.) Tlac Economics Department became "concerned about the'prob-
lem' ofequity caused by the huge and imposing. disparity in grade
distribution in two sections of the same cours0." (P. 13, footnote.)
To rectify this,' .the authors required students working toward an IV

*grade to submit-additional papers.
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Newton and Abraham claim some benefits for their interview
system. They write: "...our extensive contact with students in
the interview section convinces us.that they learn a good deal
more than in other conventional teaching approaches...." (P. 13,
footnote They also assert: "In a course that is not individu-,
alized/ the confusion caused by a poor text may go unremedied.
We think this- explains, impart, the relatively poor showingipad
by the_lecture section...." (P. 12.)

Finally, student ratings of the interview section were higher
than those of the conlientional sections. For example, 37 percent
of one groUp were "very delighted" as compared with only 15 per-
cent in the lecture sections. The students also worked harder but

. thought the course was easier in the interview sections.

(Also see Fred J. Abraham and Jan Newton', 4he piterview
_Technique as a Pers:malized,System of Instruction for Economics:
The Oiegon,Eii(erience. Unpublisheepaper. Eugene: University of
Oregon, 19730\

* * * * * * * * * *

GAConnor, William C., A Pilot Study on the Use of Programmed In-
struction in the Teaching of Intermediate Microeconomics. Ph.D.
thesis* Zoulder: University of Colorado, 1974% Pp. 200.

:C'incerned about the paucity of research in the intermediat
courses, O'Connor devoted his doctoral study to an experiment wish
programmed instruction at tne University of Missouri, Columbia,
involving about 100. students in the intermediate micro cciurse.
Three,of t1 'nine sections of the course were chosen at random,

lyielding*usable data on 97 students._

There was one control group, receiving conventional instruc-
tion, and two treatment (experimental) groups. Treatment group num-
ber 1 used programmed materials exclusively, while rumber 2 used
programmed material in conjunction with the traditional lecture
method. The treatments were randomly assigned, a.ld students were
not permitted to choose between treatments.

1

. Wean:40r chose a.non-:equivalent control group desigA. (See
^Dgonald Campbell and Julian Stanley, Experimental and Quasi-

erimental Desi ns for Research. Chicago: -Rand McNally, 1970.)
In t is es gn, groups are pre- and post-tested but "they do not

5j
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have ,pee- experimental sampling_equivalence.m_42-81-17_ -art 2,
Forms A and B of the TUCE were used, plus a common fin exam
(not developed by the researcher or any of"the course 10stractors),

. and a test of attitudeg toward the course. The pre-test mean
scores were 4most identical, and the students were homogeneous'in
terms of other characteristics.. The students were told that their
TUCE score would count toward their gfades.

Sixteen independent and four dependent variables were-included_
in the .muOtiple regression analysis. Stepwise .regression was used

- to choose ind6pendent variables which provide ILIte beSt prediction
with least number of independent.variables. The four dependent vari-
ables were: TUCE post-test. score (Part 2, Form B), simple gain score
(post-test minus pre-test), gap closing score, and final exam score
(40-item objective test). The independent variables included class
standing; major field;'whether the course was eleCtive or requiredf
_mathematics background of student;,._ high school economics background;
pre-test score on TUCE. (1&...1my'-- upper or lower half on ForM A);
SCAT score (dummy -- upper or lower half); GPA; student's expected
grade; student interest in economics; attitude regarding importanpk,
of economioS; opinion on tether economics should be required; u
of programmed instruction dAly; use of lecture with progranithed
struction; convention a letEUre diethod; and-a slummy for split.e.h

. A

of each treatment.
4

01Connor found that the GPI,, pre-courSe interest in economics,
and score on the TUCE pre-test were-significant in predicting Stu-
dent achievement in the intermediate micto course. The pre. -TUCE

scare was by far the most significant, however. The treatments were.
not significant in explaining the dependent variables. Thzrr is, all
three metWis were about equally effective in teaching the course,
at least when conskdering the results in the aggregate. But O'Connor
also divided the students tnto upper and lower halves according to
their pre - 'DUCE scores. This revealed that programmed instruction
was most effective for the poor (.dower half) students., whileq<the
better (upper halt) students did better with.programmed learning plus
lectures. O'Connor warns that his research.is confined to only one
college and that his study was considered to.be a pilot. His final
chapter is devoted to suggestions for further research with a pro-
posed design for such. research.

I

* *.* * * * , * P

..t
1
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Paden, Donald W., and M. Eugene Moyer, "The Relative Effectiveness
of Three Methods of Teaching Principles of Economics," The Journal
of Eccnomic Education. Fall, 1969, Volume 1, Number 1. Pp. 33-45.

1/4

In this study at the University of Illinois one_group of
students was taught by televised lectures, a second group had a
live'instructor, and the third used a. progradmed textbook. The
first two groups used a conventional principles textbook; the third
used on1S, the programmed material plus'the outline-study guide which
was given-to all three groups. Lectures were given twice a, week in
the TV and live lecture groups, supplemented by aquiz-discussioq
session under the direction of a graduate assistant. The programmed,
text group also had quiz sessions and were given the opportunity to
meet with a staff member who would answer any questions they might
have. (Few took advantage of this.) To minimize the differential
effects of the six teaching assistants, each taught a TV section
and a live or p rogrammed,section.

An examination deve oped by t!i e authors was used as a pre-test.
Later, the students took Form B of the Test of Economic Understanding

189 -item
publisbed by Science Research Associates. They also took a

multiple-choice test covering the concepts included in the
course. A questionnaire on attitudes toward the course and method
of.iwstruction was also administered.

. ,

'The progrdtmedsroup achieved higher scores on the tests, both
before and after adjustments were made for such variables as pre --
test performance, major field, hours spent in studying economics,
and scores on the Ameticqn College Test (ACT). The differences were
not statistically significant, however.

Paden and Moyer advise other researchers to consider class,
pre-teS't score, major field, credit hours completed, grade point-
average, number of absences, and ability when analyzing group per
formance in economics. They also measured the impact 15I ;the six
teacher assistants but found no significant effect, possibly because
each studeilt had a complete outline.and detailed lesson objectives.
,(These teaching assistants did influence student attitudes toward
the course, however.) ,

Th'e authors make an important point regarding the use of the
attitude questionnaire.' As they put it, "one cannot know whether
attitudes influenced test scores independent of the kind of.instruc-
tion received or whether the form of instruction received influence
attitudes." (P. 38.) Thus, they presented attitude indices both
as independent variables helping t.) explain test scores and ds.de-
pendent variables whose variation is perhapt explained by .the kind
of instruction received. Their conclusionsabout attitudes arecon-
sidered tentative. Students in the programmed group had a ib'wer
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average index of attitude toward the course than those in the
other groups, but the difference (4as not statistically signifi-
cant. Live instruction was more popular than the other two
methods.

The authors conclude that the three methods were about'equally
effective, but that TV and programmed learning "would-seem to be
much more efficient than live instruction with its large expenditure
of teacher timer" (P. 45,) (Also see Paden and Moyer, "Some Evi-
dence'on the Appropriaite Length of the Principles'of Economics

_ _Course," The. Journal of Lconomic Eth:ation. Spring, 1971, Volume 2,
Niimber 1 ,1 -137.4

*r* Ay * * * * * *

Petr, Jerry L., ,experimental Use
\

of "P.S.I." or the "Keller Plan"
in Principles of 'Economics. ;Ipi-pub,aShed paper. Lincoln: University
of Nebraska, 19;4. 15pp.

Petr describes an experi ent in which two sections of an intro-
ductory ...a.nroeconomic:ecourae were exposed to differeht instructional.
methods. tetr taught both sections, assignedthe same textbook, and
gave the students no prior kdOwledge tnat they were involved 11 an
experiment. Each section contained about the same number of students
(between 80 and 90). There _was no- statistically significant differ-
ence between their 'mean Iiraele/iTOint averages. The control section
was 'taught by coventional thods; the experimental group was ex-
posed to P.S.I. The experimental students were tested and compared
with the controls in terms cif relative gain in economic knowledge
and in terms of attitudes toward Ehe subject matter and'the instruc-
tional technique. Forms A and 'a of the TUCE (Part 13 .ere used on
a pre-test and pose-test basis. Attibudes were measured by an at-
titude.quentionnaire and a course evaluation form.

The course content was divided into 22 teaching units. A study
guide was prepared for each unit, giving the objectives and assine-
ments in the text, workbook, and book of readings that related to
those objectives. Two cr more "mastery tests" were prepared for Bich
unit. Complete mastery of each unit was expected, and students could
appear at various times to take the examinariona 044 "t sting room."
rf a student failed to master the material, he or she was expected to
study again and take a different form of the test latel:. Ueon de-
monstrating "requi-ite capability," the student was given the study
guide for the nex- unit. id-trms and finals were also given.

7

A :
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C-:.teria for course graded were established. To get an "A ",e--

Iiina-kevRAg the student had to master all 22 units and achieve
a,score tpercen on tiM-final. In the Conttai section, where
the lecture-discussion technique was uses, the students took two
"hour exams! and a final, and wrote -paver. Students .1n400th
groups took the appropriate parts of the TUCE, pre and poet, but
their performance on this test did' not influence final grades. _

The performance cf the P.S.I. students eras significantly
better than that'of the, control group. Their pre -test means were
identical (12.75)- but the P.S.I. ;section ended with a mean of
21.20, while the control group achieved a post -test mean. of only

; 17.57. Furthermore, the P.S.X. stiments'elpinewas4ireater than
that of the national norm group -0%45 as Coif-Pa-red with 5.62) -e
Course grades also differed. In the P.S.I. section-ZS-students.
attained 'A" level performance, while only 15 of the "Conventional'
taught'students reached this level.

In terms o5' attitudes, the P.S.I.'students felt they had
learned more, and,in other' ways gave the course higher evaluations.
These higher ratings were statistically significant for "General
self-development," "Developing comnainication skill," "Pursuing own
interests," "Understanding-intellectual-culturak values," "Instruc-
tor's interest'in students," "Fairness of grading," and "Quality of
text and learning material." Petr concluded that P.S.I; "is a
teaching technique with merit" (p. kl) and that it "can be an ef-
fective and popular technique for generating student mastery of the,
content of Principles of Ecenomies." (P. i4)

4u.* - Cr
a * * *. ft

Rooi,, Joseph M., "Contingency
Some Resu.lta from an Intermed
mountain Ec,nomic Rev2ew, Spr

6

Roop, Joseph M., The Applicat
Teaching of Economics. Unpubl
University, ,n.d. Pp. 15.

We

14:

Management In the Teaching of Economics:'
late Microeconomics Course," Inter -
ing, 1973. Pp. 53-71.

ion of Contingency Management to the
fished paper. Pullman; Washington Stag

B. F. Skinnt= defined teachillg as the arrangelient of contin-
gencies of reinforcement under which students learn. .Roop used
the contingency management. approach in an intermediate micro course
at Washington State UnlyerSity. (Note that few economic education
studies have involve) the intermediate level.) This approach is
based upon the psychology of operant conditi.mkng which establishes
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a correlation"between some aspect of behavior And reinforcement
or punishment. Reinforcement is contingent upon certain specific
responses, hence the term "contingency manageme-t.,"

First, the instructor identifies the responses he or she wants
to reinforce: second, a reinforcing stimulus is identified (such as _

.a course grade); and finally, specifies the contingencies which come
"between'sesponse and reinforCement. A common practice is to specify
a IIVABei,,af.points to_ be awarded upon.successful completion of a
unit of work, base the grades on numbers of points, require that a
high levels.ofinastery he adiiiev, and award the final course grade
un the basis of the total-amount of work. The total apount of ,work,,

ithen, s the reinforcer -- thejactor-determining the Anal graae,..
Many variant forms are possible for A contingency maimed course.,
Studen't progress can be.ttudent-paCed or dap be ,offerolled.by the
instructor. .

.

:4t

When used in other diseilines, Roop mainta s.that this ap-
proach resulted in superior budent performance d was preferred,
by the students. Re attributes this to the fact Wlat requirements
for,each unit-are specified, grade requirements aise clearly defined/.
and the student receives immediate reinforcement after each unit. ,

Roop's-intermediate micro course was designed to give studerfts ex-,
perience in reading textual, material, summarizing information,
evaluating arguments, developing bibliographies, presenting oral /

"arguments, engaging in research, and westing reports. Students ,

could slo only a few of these. things and still achieve a passing
grade. For example, studying the text andismaarizing several sets
of readings might result in a "C." The ter weeks devoted to 4lese
activities were instructor-paced. For'a'"B" a student would have
to read professional literature, develOp bibliographies, and give
an oral report. Those wanting an "A" had to formulate hypotheses
on controversial issues, examine and weigh evidence, and wrlte a
report on their findings. These,activitieS were entirely/Student-
paced and were engaged in during the last six weeks of t e course.

The first part of the course was divided into ten/ locks. A
quiz was Given at the nd of each block, and any studeht missing
more than 20.percent the questions would have to ,retake the test.
Although this portion of the course was instructor-/paced, students
could make choices about the'combinations of readings they would
use, If a student desired nothing more than a "cT he or she could
stop at the end of this part of'` the course. To, evaluate the ap-
proach, Roop gave an examination at_the beginning of the first block
and at the end of the tenth, comparing -the results with those a-
chieved by students covering the same Material in the traditional
manner. (The exam was written by another instructor.) The experi-
mental group scored significantly higher (at the level). Roop
cautiously concludes that contingency management is superior to

5J
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convectional methods, ba,notes that there were many uncontrolled
factors in the experiment. Roop also considers Kelley's TIPS
(described above) to be an example of.the application of operant
.principles to economic-education.

This study suggests that some of the individualized or self -
,paced techniques used in the introductory course can also w at
the intermediate level. Obviously, however, much more rese rch
is needed.

* * * * * * * * *
ti

cv

Siegfried, John J., and Stephen H. Strand, "An Evaluation of the
Vanderbilt-4CEE Experimental PSI Course in Elementary. Economics,"_
The Jdurnal of Economic Eduation. Fall, 1976, Volume Number 1:
Pp. 9 -26.

One of the most interesting things about this study is ghat
the authors address themselves to some of the problemsrnoted-by
other researchers. (Possibly this is because the Siegfried-
Strand paper is one of the most recent on PSI.) They use a spe-
cially designed test instead of the TUCE, for example, they consi-
der costs as well as benefits, and they measure the impact of the

experience on the student proctors. (Note the questions
raised by Spector in his second .paper,:7'.clescribed below,L. Further-

. more, this ,study is a follow-up to the work of Fels, described ,

above.

This paper deals with the experimental P.S.I. course at
Vanderbilt University in Nashville, Tennessee, as it was,taught,
in the fall of 1974 and spring of 1975. First the researchers re-
port the effects on student learning. Two tests were designed for
this purpose -- a 25-item Multiple-Choice "Test of Elementary Eco-
nomic Analysis" (TEEA) containing eight recognition-understanding
questions and 17 application items, and an essay examination of
three qUestions. By constructing tests tailored to the'course they
avoided the problem often encountered by those using standardized
instruments; that is, questions on material not covered ixi the
course. On the other hand, this prevents Comparisons with a nationalcomparisons
norm.group. -;

.
The TEEA was administered on a pre-test, past -t,est basis.

(Unlike the TJCE, no alternate forms were available.) Scores were
also obtained for each of the three essay questions.

to
TSEA.plUs

the essays constituted the final exam. In addition to scores-on
the TEEA (pre and post) and scores for each of the three essaty---)



questions, four summary indices were constructed. The first of /
these four indices -- called Y6-- was the final exam score, with
the TEEA and each essay weighted equally, The second, Y7, was
the skim of the essay scores, with each weighted equally. The

_third, Y8, was the difference between TEEA post-test and pre-test
scores (simple change score). Since Y8 is biased against students.
achieving. high p're-teSt'scores, the fourth (Y9) was a gap-closing
score. (The gap-closing score is obtained by dividing the simple,
change score by the student's gap, which is the difference be-
tween the pre-tept score and a perfect score.) Students in both
the P.S.I. and conventional (control) sections were tested, and
data on student age, sex, grade point average, SAT scores, ex-
perience in quantitative methods course, parents' occupation, and.
number of concurrent credit hours were obtained. (Parental oc-
cupation was a binary variable -- business - related or non zbusiness-_
re1.ate,2 occupation.) Students were permitted to choose their-
sections, r.S.I. or conventional. (In some other studies students
were not given this choice.) Students with low GPA's tended to
avad the P.S.I. course,, which was reputed to have high standards.
The results? Only in the third essay question (requiring an
analysis of two alternative fiscal policies in early 1975) ddi
the P.S.I. studentg reveal statistically significant superioriz.y.
This may reflect the emphasis upon policy analysis in the P.S.I.
course. There was no significant difference between the experi-
mental and control groups on Y7 (overall essay performance), Y8
or Y9. Multiple linear regression analysis showed that only SAT
stores a,_1 GPA were statistically significant in affecting student
learning of economics. P.S.I. "apparentlycneither helps, nor
hinders that degree of learning," Siegfried and Strand conclude.'
(p.14.) A'Possible explanation, howe% is that the unit tests
were too difficult. nd thus reduced student self-confidence and
motivation, according to the authors.

I

The P.S.I. course, which at Vanderbilt also included the case
study approach, was expected to have the effect of,improving per-
formance in later_courses as well. P.S.I. students were compared
with control students taking the second semester of the principles
course. That is; some of the students in the second part of the
course had been P.S.I. students during the first semester, while
others had had conventional instruction. Controlling for the
initial level of economic understanding, the researchers found no
significant difference between the performance of the two groups.
"If there were any difference in subsequent learning between P.S.I.
and conventionally trained students that derives from different
study habits or analytical skills deVeloped in the first semeseer
elementary economics course, lit did not persist even throligh'the
very next course." (P.17)

Student perceptions of the course were high. An evaluatioq
questionnaire revealed that the P.S.I. students gave their course

ti ti
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significantly higher ratings for organization of the course,
usefulness of assignments and reading, increasing their ability
to,think, evaluate, and criticize, and contributing to their
overall learning experience. The_P.S.I. professor received a
more favorable rating than the control instructors, and the .P.S.I,.
exams were seen as being more instructive and fairer.

7)rThe P.S.I. students devoted more time to the course, but this
was riot statistically significant. The sEudent proctors, however,
spent much more time on the course than they would have spent in
taking an upper level course themselves -- twice as much in some
cases. (The proctors received three academic credits for their
work.). The proctors were jur4ors and sehiors with good GPA's, and
all 21 of them thought they leained mere from proctoring than they.

, would have learned in an upper-level course. The 100-item eco-
nomics CLEP test was administered to ten of the proctors and a
Control group of 20 matched students taking,higher level courses.
Th rests substantiated the proctors' feeling that they learned
mote economics. (The CLEP was administered on a pre- and post-test
basis, and'the gap-closing model was used.) If the cost to proc-
tors was high in terms of time spent on the P.S.I. course, the
benefits were even.higher. Proctoring was related to a 20.8 per-
bent increase on the CLEP, while taking an advanced course resulted
in an increase of only 7.8 percept.

Start-up'costs are high for a P.S.I. course, but even beyond
start-up costs the instructor at Vanderbilt felt that he was de-
voting more time to P.S.I: than he would normally spend on a
three-credit course.

Finally, the effect on interest in majoring imeconomics was
measured. Fourteen percent of the colventionally taught students
elected to.major in economics as compared with 12 percent of the
P.S.I. students, but the difference was not statistically significant,

-Although Siegfried and Strand consider their results " s-
couraging," they justify the continuation of the course b se of
favorable student evaluations of it and the benefits enjgy6by
the upperclass proctors.

* * * * * * * * * *
A

Sopesx, John C., "Programmed :nstruci_on in Larg-Lecture Courses,"
The Journal of Economic Education- Sr-ing, 1973, Volume 4, Number 2.

4 Pp. 125-129--

'oper points out that the use of programmeq,instruceion, when

74
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use&fo cdiaplement Conventional techniques in the principles
course, frees the instructor from' the task of drilling students
cit.material that is largely denpitional and mechanical and al-

,/
or her to concentrate ofi'more complex learning situa-

llows "greater adaptability to individual differences
o i e' rn g, peed:" (P. 125.)

, In this study, Bingham's Economic Concepts: A Programmed,
Apprqach (McGraw-Hill) was used in conjunction with lectures in
a or4tsemester course enrolling about 1000 students at the Univer-
sity of Missouri (Columbia). Nine unit quizzes made up of five
multiple-choice items were developed, with five forms for each
quiz. Students-failing a quiz would continue to take different
fqrms until one was passed with 100 percent mastery'. mach "pas" .

gave the_student a "bonus point" which was added to his or her
exam and lab average in determining final grade.,

'ilhen'asked to rate the materials, students on the average
ranked the Prbgrammed quiz package first. The "hybrid TUCE" was
used for pre- and post-testing. With the post-TUCE..score being
used as the dependent variable, :the 'absolute improvement model
,indicated a statistically significant relationship (.01 level) be-
tween points earned and post-TUCE score. Indeed, about 12 percent
of the post-1TUCE score was explained by the bonus point variable.
There was a negative coefficient for tine number of attempts made
at passing they quizzeS, probably because students who had to try
several times were not as bright as the others.,

The gap-closing model was also used; this to compensate for
the ceiling effect of the 33-item test. Aefe, e' dependent vari-
able is actual improvement (post-test score mi 4 pre -test score)
divided by potential improvement (33 minus pr iest score), This
indicates (in percentage terms) the extent to hick the student
closed the gap between the pre-test score and a perfect scores
Here again the numher of quizzes passed is highly significant --.

each bonus point closing about two percent of the gap.

Finally, overall student perforManE was regressed on the
explanatory 'Variables, revealing that the programmed instruction
quiz package did have a positive impact on the varied measures of
studentperformance.

i;

. .

*The °hybrid TUCE" is a 33-item version of the original 132-item
'Test of Understandin in ;llee Economics (TUCE). The original
TUCE appears in four parts, ac of which has 33 items. The
"hybrid" was designed for research and evaluation purposes where
one wants to cover the same basic concepts but needs a shorter and
,more manageable test instrument. For further information see
PhillipSaunders and Arthur L. Welsh, The Hybrid TUCE:-Origin,
Data, and Limitations," "The Journal of Econonnc Educatipn, Fall
1975, pp. 13-19.

A..:
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Not4A2. In s, paper entitled "Programmed Instruction in Large-
T6764re Comment," William E. Becker, Jr.,
6i Ehe.Und,ligtipiir:0 Vinneta challenged some of Soper's sta-
tistical tecHnIqe0vSoper prepared two papers in response .y.o

/AK:T-; this -- "Programmea In '*dtion in Large-Lecture Courses: A
Cerrection,'Reply, a dMeformulation," and Second Generation
Research in,Economic'EaUdation: Problems of Specification and
Interdependence." Soper acknowledged an error in the original
dataset (wherein a student's score was recorded as 66 instead
of 16)1 agreed with one of Becker'Vcriticisms (regarding incon-
sistent application of Soper's multi- collinearity argument), and
found "nearly all" of Becker's comments to be appropriate. These
are technical research issues going beyond the purpose of this
booklet, however, and transcending the confines off the study in, .

question. As Soper put it in his second .paper, Becker's comments
ai.e "not destructive of'the conclusions in the original study."
(Page 16 of "Second Generation Researdh....")*

.1

* * * * * * * *

Soper, John C., an Richard M. Thornton( "Self-Paced Economics
Instruction: 'A La ,ge-Scale Disaggregated Evaluation," The Journal
of Economic Educ tion. Spring, 1976, Volume 7, Number 2. 1p. -81-91.

`The so-called "Sterling Institute materials" were used in the
studies summarized above by Craig and O'Neill and by Mellish and
Bestow. This seven-volume'set of economics material provides in:-
struction through a series of modular learning, units. Inbtructors
adopting the material receive sets of multiple-choice examinations,
and a guide on how to use the Materials and the tests n the "self-.
paced mode." Soper and Thornton confirm the findings of the Mellish-
Bostow and Craig-O'Neill studies in terms of the effect on student
attitudes, but not in term, of the impact on cognitive learning.
Further, they assert thabthere were "some methodological flaws"
in those studies. (P. 82.) Both previous studies found no statis-
tically significant differences in cognitiVe gains between control
and experimental students. Soper and Thornton are bothered by
their failure to use multiple regreSsion _analysis, however, asse_t-
ing that reliance upon tests of significan,;e between groups (using "t"
tests and /or uniVarite F ratios) "may obscure the effects of
individual,differences, in such characteristics as age, sex, or
telligence on post-TUCE performance." (P. 82.) Instead, they
prefer procedures that will match individual,student test scores
with individual student characteristics.---'

the between Becker and Soper see "A
Debate on Research Techniques IA Economic Education,'' The Journal
,of Economic Education, Pall, I97h, Volume 8, Number I.
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..AtsNorthern Illinois University the authors conducted a
large- cale evaluation of the Sterling Institute self-paced.macro-
economics course. 'There were four experimental., (self-paced) sec-
tions and 15 control sections taught in the conventional manner.

k Graduate students taught these sectlicns/ under the supervision of
the authors. The experimental sections were completely self - paced.
Part 1, Form A, of.the TUCE was used for pre-testing all students.
There was a :rprelinanarl., screening," of-the variables to enable them
to determine which onesshould be included in the final estimating
equation. Post-TUCE scores were regressed on all exogenous variables
in the data set. Soper and Thornton found "substantial multi-
collinearity among the explanatory-iariables...." (P. 83.) For in-
stance,irive ACT-scores (English, math, natural science, social
science, and composite) were highly intergorrelated. The same was
true of college class and age. Only the ACT composite score was
included in the final estimating equation, therefore, and college
class was dropped and age retained because the latter was seen .as a
:proxy for "maturity," which was assumed to be an 'underlying variable"
for which class and age are proxies.

The pre-TUCE score was significantly correlated with Sex, ACT,
and Age. (Farrar-Glauber procedures were used here. See Donald E.
Farrar and Robert R. Glauber, "Multicollinearity in Regression
Analysis: The Problem.Revisited," Review of Economics and Statistics,
February, 1967, pp. 92-107.) However, the, pre-TUCE score does con-
tain information not correlated with those variables, and to omit
such information would lead to the problem of misspecification., To
overcome misspecification problems, a proxy variable was constructed.
(gee the complete article for details, p. 85.) This eliminated the
bias associated with the coefficients of Sex, ACT, Age and pre-TUCE.

:Aside from their model and experimehtal design (which other
researchers are urged to examine), one of the most important aspects
of the Soper-Thornton study is the disaggregated analysis. The TUCE
questions are categorized.as recognition-understanding (RU), simple -
application (SA), or complex application (CA). The' researchers
divided the poSt-TUCE into three separate scores according to these
categories. The self-paced ftudellts scored .665 point lower on the
recognition-understanding items, and .38 point lower on the complex-
application, but these were not statistically significant.. On the
simple - application questions, however, the conventionally taught
students scored 1,23 points higher than the self -paced students,
and this was significant.

'Soper and Thornton conclude that the Sterling Institute, materials
cannot be seen as superior. Indee4, students in the experimental
group scored 2.27 points lower on the post-TUCE, other th5ngs being
equal, than did the control group students. They also found that

. instructors can "significantly affect postscores." (P. 88.) Their
study does not rule out the use of self-paced material, however.

it
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In their words --

"These results suggest that self-paced materials can, be
satisfactorily applied to the teaching of recbgnition-
undexstanding type material with no, or very little, loss
of Competency: In a combined programmed-,instruction,
lecture-discussion type course this would give the in-
structor More freedom to concentrate on application-type
material, thus upgrading the competencies,adquired by
economics students.... ilith-mure lecture-discussion time
made available by leaving recognitiol.-understanding type
material to programmed-learning techniques, a conscious
upgrading of the lecture-discussion presentation to higher
level application-type problems should result in improved
student performance." (P: 88.)'

They, conclude that "...a completely self-paced teaching format for
macroeconomics is inferior to a well-directed, concept-oriented,
graduate-student instructed, lecture-discussion taught course."

*-* * *'* * * * *

SpectOr, Lee C., Personalized System of Instruction and Its Use
in Principles of Macroeconomics at the State University College
at Buffalo. Unpublished paper. Buffalc: State University College,
1974. lOpp. + appendices.*

Spector reports on an experimental use of the Keller P.S.I._
method is an introductory macroeconomics course at the State Univer-
sity of New York in Buffalo. 'The experimental section was Made up
of about 65 students. These individuals received a sloilabuyhich
divided the textbook into 'eight units, a study guide for each unit,
a set of learning objectives, a glossary, hints on how best to
learn the material, a discussion of important topics, a bibliography,
and a series of "thought questions.", Ten stuuents from intermediate
courses were seledted to serve as proctors for the P.S.I. group.

The students had to master a unit before proceeding to the
next one. Upon feeling that the material had teen learned, the stu-
dent would arrange for a 15-minute discussioril;iith a proctor. When
the proctor was convinced that the student understood the material,
a ten-item multiple-choice examination was administered. If the
student answered nine questions correctly he or she would go on to
the next unit; otherwise, an Alernate form of the test would be
taken until the score of nine or ten was achieved. The course grade

.1so see Spector's article "Tice effectiveness of Personalized System
of Instruction in conomics" in the Journal of Personalized Instruction,
Vol. 1, No. 2, September 1976, pp. 118-122.

C5
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was based .or the numb-ex of uniti mastered --,eight units for an
A, seven foX a -El,: five for a Ci_and thfee for a D. The proctqrs
monitored student progress and,serVed-as-tutors-w-

The TUCE and student evaluation's of the course were used to
evaluate the P.S.I. method. The experimental group- Ls-pre -test
mean on Form A of. the TUCE was aboOt the same as th't of the con-
trol group -- 12.77 and 12.04 respectively. (The ',lean for the
national norm group.was .13.310_ On. the post-test (Form' B) the
P.S.I. group achiev4d a meanlof_21-4.9as _compared _with 18.53 for
those taught by conventional methods at Buffald, and with 18.93
for the national norm group. The difference was significant at
the 99 percent,level. The student evaluation questionnaire re-
vealed that the P.S.I. group also enjoyed the expeiience, thought
the method,was effective, and. would recommend it to other students.
The advantages of P.S.I., accordihg to Spector, are constant feed-
back for students and instructor`, ability to work at one's own
speed, popsible reductions in student-teacher ratios (because of
the use of proctors), more "give and take" provided by oral ex-
aminations, mastery of the material, and practice.in learning to
work by themselves. Disadvantages are that some are unable to
.assume the,responsibility for self-study, the lack of intraclass
discussion of current events, and the waste of time that sometimes
,occurs. (For a follow-up of Spector's work, see the report im-
mediately below.)

* * * * * * * * * *

Spector, Lee C., Tne Long Run Effects of Personalized System of
Instruction in Economics. Paper presented at the conference of
the Eastern Economic Association, Bloomsburg, Pa., April, 1976.
auffalo: State University College, 1976: 13pp.

This paper adds another 'dimension -- the residual impact
(lasting effect) of P.S.I. -- to his earlier studies of the ef-
fect of the Keller method in undergraduate economics courses.
(See the Spector study summarized immediately above.) Spectoi
found that P.S.I. students did significantly better on the TUCE
than students tau ,ht by conventional methods. He considers his
earlier findings important, but "misleading" because they pertain
"only to tne short-ruri effects of the experiment." (P. 1.) 'In

this paper, then, he deals with some of the longer-run effects.
The questions are: (1) Were P.S.I. students more likely to go on
to take more economics? (2) Did P.S.I. students outperform control
students in intermediate macroeconomics? (3) Were the experimental
students more likely to become economics.majors?

6u
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. The answer to the "first question is "no." Only 47 percent
of the, P.S.I.' students took more economics, as compared with 55
percent of the controls. The difference was not statistically
significant at the 95 percent leVel. The answer tA-the second

7------'-4:41 e"SltiOn- is "Yes,-! The P.S.I. students achieved higher mean
grades in Ehe intermediate courses, an0 the difference was signi-
ficant at the 99 percent level. The answer to question -W is
"no" -- a smaller percentage Of P.S.i. students became economics
majors, but the difference was not significant at the 95 percent
_leiel.-_____ _ ___ ____

In this expe-:iment, Spector considered several variables:
treat might have a bearing on student performance. Grade point
average was used as a proxy fOr intelligence. Whether or not
students were economics majors was the proicy for motivation.
Scores on. the TUCE and grades inthe introductory macro course
wer4 used as measures of knowledge acquired in that course.
These variables were regresked against the course grades in the
intermediate macro course for all P.S.I. and control students.
A dummy variable represented the method of instruction (P.S.I.
or Conventional); and another dummy variable distinguished those
who,had taken Money and Banking from those who had not. Ohly
grade point average, being an economics major, and P.S.I. proved
to be significant (at the 95 pe'rcent level). GPA was most signi-
ficant. The regression did show, however, that taking the intro-

, ductory courseby would improve a student's intermediate
grade by almost one-hlalf a grade point. Thus, Spector concluded
that "students rOeive a better foundation for Intermediate Macro-
economics" if they study the'introductory material through the
P.S.r. method. (P. 7.)

Spector notes that'there are slii some unanswered questions.
What are the long-run effects on the proctors? How does teaching
a P.S.I. course affect the instructor? Do P.S.I. students retain
their knowledge nger than students taught zy traditional methods?
Is the student's c kk in other courses affected?

In a discussion f this paper,Alan J. Donziger of Villanova
University praised pector's work but raised some questions as
well. He noted t t the differences betWeen the P.S.I. students
and the control roup in terms of becoming economics majors And
in taking more coriomics courses would be statistically significant
if one accepted he 85 percent level.. He did not conclude from
this that P.S.I. s "scaring away eccnomics majors" or detering
students from "tike g more economics, but he thought that a consis-
tent pattern of si ilar results would bear watching. Spector's
assertion that P.S.I. provides bWer preparation for work at the
intermediate macro level was seen by Donziger as "reasonable." He
expressed concern, however, about the problem of multicolinearity,
(See. the Soper-Thornton study cited above for further considezatim
of this problem.) A basic question raised by Donziger is: "If
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'students *Ito had P.S.I. principlds. Courses do performbettqr in
Intermediate Macroecbnomics, does this mean that P.S.I. helps
students 'earn more (somehow defined) in future courses, or does
it make them more proficient at taking examinations?" (Quoted

from Donvisep's paper "Discussion on the Long Run EffeetSbf
Personalized System of Instruction in Ecolcmics." \(illanova, Pa.:

Villanova University, 1976. 6pp,)

* v t * * * * * *

Tietenberg, T.H.,. , A Comparative Analysis of the Personalized
System of Instruction with the Lecture Method in Terms of Five-

Alternative Output Measures. Unpublished paper. Williamstown,
Mass.: Williams .College, n.d. Pp. 22.

Tietenberg, T.H., "Teaching Microecoaomfes Using the Personalized
System of Instruction: An Evaluation," in James Johnston, Dd.,
BelIcILTs2LEya_._iaviorResearthailnoloinHiher,...ucation (Springfield:
Charles C. Thomas, A974) .

Tie,:enberg is one of the few to report studies at the inter-
mediate level -- in '.this case an experiman liven

intermediate micro course at Willliams College. The focus was on

-five different outputs: (1) performancee-on the final,exam: (2)

performance in courses taken concuxrently* (3) perfoirmance in the

macro theory course; (4) performance' in seksequent M:cro course
electives; and (5) decisions on majoring in economics and political

economy. The lecture format was coMpared with P.S.T.

ine P.S.I. students could proceed at their own pace (within
limits) and had greater flexibility in allocating the' time spent

on the course. The professor was ave_ilable for individual consul-
tation, which made it possible to "personalize" instruction by
relating economics to problems of interest to the student. The

course was divided into units, each unit .containing an'introduc-
ticn relating the material to previous units and: to the course in
general, a set of objectives, a set of procedures, and a set of

sample problems or questions. Upon achiev.ing a perfect or near-
perfect score on a unit test,' the student would go on to the next

unit. Failing a unit test would have no effect on the student's
stale, but it would slow him or her down. At the begirinkg of the
semester the student would know what had to be done to earn an A,

a B, a C, and so on.

The 92 students participatin.9 were divided into three se_.-

tions, two ,of which were taught in the conventional manner. ',tk

Of.
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,staadard textbook was used, but the P.S.I. group also received
handout to supplement the text. Thes..i were designed to pro-
vide the kind of elaboration ordinarily provided by lectures.
Unfortunately, it was not possible to have One professor teach
both experimental and dontrol sections_, thus differences, in
teaching ability'had to be ta).en into act,Ount. Furthgrmore,
studantewere permitted to Select their _preferred' sectioi.

,
'A'common final exam was prepared, made up of objective and

essay questions. This was constructed by the three faculty mem-
bers 'teaching the cou:.se. Each faculty member graded one part of .

the test without knowing the name of the student whose paper was
being evaluated. The final exam score was the dependent variable
in a multiple regression analysis. This was 7-regressed against
several control variables. P.S.I. was a binary variable taking
the value 1.0 for a student in the experimental section and 0.0
for the control student. There was also an interaction
PSIGPA, which took the value of the student's economics GPA upon
entry int.'') the course if the student was in the P.S.I. section
(zero otherwise). A positive sign on PSIGPA would indicate that

.the benefits of ?.S.I. were greater for students with strong re-
cords of past performance, after controlling for the other vari-
ables in the equation. SAT math and SAT verbal scores were taken
into account, as were age, sex, taking the final exam early, and

. the teaching experience (in years) of the instructor.

Tietenberg concluded that there was "a breakeven economics
grade point average." By thiS he meant that a breakeven economics
GPA exists when all students above that average are estimated to
gain,mbre from P.S.I., and all students below that average are
estimated to gain More from the traditional method. The breakeven
economics GPA was estimated to be a C minus, in this experiment:
The P.S.I. format, it was estimated, led to higher final, exam
scores than did the lecture method for comparable students, but
the difference was not statistically significant.

In courses taken concurrently (including those other than
economics), grade point average for those courses was the de-
pendent Variable. The breakeven economics GPA in this instance
was slightly below a B. That is, of all the students who entered
the course with a B average in eccncmics (or better), those who
were in the P.S.I. group were estimated to do better in their.
other courses taken during the, same semester than those with com-
parable characteristics. who attended lecture sections. The re-
sults Were not statistically significant, however.

Students involved in the experiment who took macro theory in
the following semester were further analyzed, with the grade in
the macro course regressed against the same variables used iIi the
earlier model. The breakeven point was between B and B plus for
this group. P.S.I. students entering the earlier micro course

6;;
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with a B plus economics GPA were estimated to have perfc,04,
better in macro theory than similar students who studieg.mipro
under the,lebturemethod. Again, the differences were,ho't sta-
tistically significant. A

Performance in subsequent micro courses was measure by
GPA in those courses. Here, the breakeven point.was b4C:reen
minus and "C plust and although _those coming from the ex--
perience did better tban their peers if they were above the r

breakeven point, and those below .it did better if they haq,be4n
in thelectuie sections, the differences were not significant';'

Finally, a tworgrOup discriminant analysis was used to see t
if P.S.I, affected decision's to major in economics. ThiS analysis
uses a vector of independent variables to classify the sample into
twq groups where one knows the appropriate classification before-.
hand -- in this casethe groups bei Ses. those who chose to major in
economics or political economy and those choosing some other field.,
In his unpublished paper (p. 18) Tietenberg explains:

The ex post classification takes place by estimating a
linear discriminant function And using thiS function to
generate an estimated discriminant index. When the value,
of the index is higher than some critical value, the ob-
servation is assigned to the first group. All other
observations are assigned to the second group. By exam-
ining the discriminant function coefficients and performing
the appropriate hypothesis tests on them it is possible to
study the effect of the teaching format on the decision to
majox in these fields and the statistical significance of
these results." (For the appropriate test, see George W.
Ladd, "Linear Probability Functions and Discriminant
Functions," Econometrica, October 1966, pp. 873-885.)

In this.instance the breakeven grade point average was C. That
is, students entering the experimental course with a C average
or better) were slightly more inclined to major in,economics or

political economy if they were-im the P.S.I. section. Those with
a C minus or below were slightly more apt to major in that field
if they were taught by the lecture method. T 'he differences were
far too small to be statistically significant, however.

.,4

Tietenberg concluded that "the P.S.I. format was neither in-;
herently superior nor inherently inferior to the lecture format
in any of these dimensions," (P. 19, unpublished paper.) However,
he was struck by ,the "remarkable consistency in the distribution*°'
of these differences among students with differing...competence in
economics prior to their taking the experimental course." (Pp.19 -20/
unpublished paper.) The students did seem to gain more from P.S.I.
in all five of the educational outputs if they had good records'iri

I I)
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their previous economics courses. .Tietenberg-thought thqt P.6.I.,
therefore, might be "biaSed toward thenore capable student," but

svggested further research on this point.
. . _--

* * * * * * * * * *

Tol les, N. Arnold, and Peter J. Ginman, "Using an Audiovisual-
Tutptiar Process' in Macroeconomics," The Journal of Economic
duat±on; Fall, 1974, Volume 6, Number 1. Pp. 57-58.

.

,The°0tudio-vjual tutorial (AVT) process developed at the
; State University of New York College in Geneseopermits the tu-
=f14ent to bear part of the responsibility for teaching, and can be

2Used for 'individual study and self-paced instruction. Usually
. the student takes a pre-test, reviews the unit. material in a

workbook, lisfens'to an audio-tape, and viewsi35-:mm slides which
accompany the-tape. Difficult sections may be repeated, of course,
and the student takes both a "self-instructional test" and a test
for credit. ,(See Dkvid A. Martin, Introductory Economic Theory.

sidgew-Yokk: McGraw-H4.1.1,. 1971.)

Whencthe,materials were used at Geneseo, it was found that the
students could complete a standard basic macroeconomics course in

ly eight weeks. The authors repOrt that student evaluations of
VT were ""highly positive." During-a spring semester the researchers
relie5l entirely upon self-study with the'AVT materials. In the fall
th:By tried a different approach, having the students meet their ih-
stuctqx fn diScussion session's after having used thd AVT materials.
TMre As also "class-assisted use" of thb-AVT material. Student
iRprovementiwas greater in the fall, suggesting that the combination
of AVT and conventional discussion methods may be superior to AVT
alone'or to the traditional approich alone. The combination method
,seemed to be better for weak students. The authors pointed to the
.need for iiore controlled experimentAtion, however. (See the Becker
.and Salemi study, above, for an evaluation of the Gepaseo AVT ma-

, Also sew Walstad's study, below.)

* * * * * * * * *

t

Van Metre, Dare, Principles of Learning and Introductory Edonomics:
A Discussion and an Experiment. Unpublished paper. Ogden, Utah:

. Weber State College, 1974. 21pp.

1

Before describing.his' experimentwith P.S.I., Van Metre makes



k
a number of interesting observations about teaching techniques.
and research. He notes that many studies do not attempt

..match the modes of instruction with the articular kinds -off"
_

-learnirg to which they may:=.15est be suite " .(P.-'1.) He dis-
---'6.1%tes instructional Objectiver07..and-cites research showing that
."student achievement in an 'economics e is significantly im
p ved when instructional k-objectives ar uSed." (P. 3,) Van
Metre asserts that "people generally learn more when they are
actively participating in_the learning process," (P. 6) and that
a change in "the method of instruction has no logical potential
for changing student performance unless it changes what the stu-
dent is doing." (P. 7.) He feels that "learning takes place
within the individual according to each individual's 'internal
conditions of learning' such as the desire to learn, willingness
to follow directions, amount.of prior learning, efc." (P. 8.)

- Finally, he notes that the lecture method "is likely to frustrate
those students who would like to learn faster and will penalize
"those students who...dan't learn as 'fast as the course plan clic-
Cates." (P. 8.) (Also see '.as article "A Learning Theory of
Economics Instruction Development," The. Journal of Economic
Education; Spring 1g76 W. 95-103.)
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Van Metre's experiment involved the evaluation S"'&V-course
patterned after the Keller method of P.S.I. Six units were pre-
pared, each containing a list of objectives, a programmed study
guide which accompanies a basic textbook, practice exercises,
readings on current economic issues and audio-visual media. Exam-
inations were p4.4)ared for each unit. Students. set their own
learning and testing schedules, but had to complete all six units
by the end of the term. -Students could re-take the tests (using
different forms), which might raise or lower their grades.. Note
that Van Metre's use of the Keller method thus differs from that
ofsome others wherein.re-testingcould raise grades but not lower
them'. _He would multiply scores on the first re-take by .0.92 and. _

_

on_ the "second by 0.84 ;'to encourage the students-to study more
between retakes and to not use the tests only as learning devices."
(P.,10.) Furthermore, each test-contained at least one essay wes-
tion. Tutoring was available daily, and unit workshops were held
-td(discuss current issues and the more difficult course objectives.
There were also "extra credit discussions" dealing with the as-

-signed7-readings xi controversial topics. Each student had to 70M-
plete all six_units %' a specified minimum performance level, where-
as in some colleges students were not required to finish all
of them.

The experimentaJ. course WdS taught for three quarters dt, ing
one acectemic year at Weber State. Sections taught by' experienced
prcifessors using conventional approaches wire used as controls.
Van Metre controlled for student abilities by including ACT scores
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and cumulative grade pOiht averages. The eguation-(usisg least
éies regression-techniques) also includes a dummy variable
.fbr.Seg, and. a dummy variable for teaching method. Part One of.

:...-2,5:the-TUCE was used, Form. A for pre-testing and Form B for post.
. .

he gap-closing model was employed. ,This measuressthe..ext9.t to,..
which the student closes,the gap between the pre-test score and,
a perfedt score. .The pre'-test'sdore is,aeducted from tEePat-
test score to provide the,numerater. The pre-test score. is de-
ducted from 33 (a perfect score) to yield the denominator, (This
-is the "gap" or the student's potential improvement.). The result
is an indication, in percentage, terms, of how well the student
closed the gap. (This gap-closing model is now widely used in .'

economic education research, but it,is still under study. .For
example, see Paul H. Kipps, ffeward k. Wilhelm, and Daniel IC, Hall,
"A Note on the Use of Multiple IleLgression Ahalysis in Studies of
'Achievement in Economics," The Journal of Eeonomid Education,
Spring 1976, pp. 130-132.)

The regression analysis revealed that. ACT score and GPA were
highly' significant (above 99 percent), and that the method of
teaching was significant only if one accepts a level of 89.6 per-
cent. Students ir the P.S.I. course would be expected to achieve
6.7 percent more of their pptential improvement than those in
conventional course.

. ,

Van Metre hesitates to draw firm conclusions from his study.
He points to sources of model misspecification, such as the lacls
of variables to account for differences in teacher abilities and
objectives. - Even if textbooks and objectives are, the same for
all students, he note, ''seachers.mieht emphasize some objectives
more than ethers.' 1k tsink,s-tlfa-1.2`ilrEinotivat,ions,ands.expesetatrops
of the teacher' mi.at influence Student performance.
Student age, marital status,. imploVMe4t situation, and attitudes
mighi also save an effect. "The matursty and motivation of stu-
dents is issportant too, because more responsibility Is placed upon
studints in a P.S.I. course than in a leeture course." (P-. 15.)
Other important. points made by Van Metre areras follows:

"To say that a given teacher will have success with, say,
grouPdiscussion because a study showed successfal for a dif-.
ferent 4,nstrtictor doesn't make sees." ... "A teacher's ability to
instruct varies across methods. .4." (P. 15.) Most previous
studies have implicitly assumed'that a particular method is eqtaally
effective for all types ofleerning or that there is °sly one type
of learning outoome in lemehtary economics. Future.ssudies must
distinguish amonij types of ling and do so under conditions
for more teacher variables than did this present study." (P. 16.)
"Final test performance is not the only method by'Wtich teaching
efforts can erPshos14 be evaluated." .., Or ability to measure
how well the elemental.: eeenomics sours's teaches students atti-
tudes toward &,onocs, ietellecteal problem solving, alternative
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valUe systems, etc. is'very weak.
meAsuxe. eid-extent ,to- which our c
cally handle new Situations using

We also don't adequate-
'apses teeth studints,to
unfamisIlar approaches. F.170-
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Waisted, William B., An Alternative to the Conventional:` The
Audio-Visual-Tutorial Method for Teaching Introductory College,
Economics. Unpublished paper. Minneapolis: University of Minne-
sota. Center for EconoMic Education, 1975. Pp. 15.

s. , d,

Walstad's study differs from most others in two respects.
First, it is one of the few .to deal. with twoeyear colleges. ,

Second, several schools were included in the experiment, whereas
pott studies involve students from oply one institution. The
study was designed to measure the impact of David Martin's audio-
visual-tutorial (AVT) padkage, Introducto iconomic Theor (New
York: MCGraw-Jtills 1971). (For other studies nvo v ng. is AVT
package see Decker and Salemi, and Toiles and Ginman, above.) -

AVT wa compares with the conventiodal lecture-discussion approgch
both in terms of student learning and effects on student attitudes
toward economics.

Three two-year colleges in Minnesote and three in Missouri
were included in the study, and usable data were collected on 33U
students. Students at each college were randomly assigned to con-
r 'r

asoaos in terps.ef age distribution, class,
toi and experimental groups. There were no significant differ
ences betwePr.
and previous collet,ous colle work. Each instreator TiPeelVd tAT64104tion-

..

about the study and atteniied a one-day workshop to learn to" use
the AVT package. One instructor at each college taught both the
experimental and control classes. ' N,

The AVT package includes 35 mM color slides, audio-tap e:s
and a warktext that includes instructional self-study /Ads, Baisth e

micro and macro theory are covered. After an introductory class
session in whicn students were shown how to use the materials and
°pirate the equipmeht, the students were to use the AVT package
for the next nine sessions in place of the usual class lectured.
P're-tests .= n4 post-tests Were adminlstered with each unit. ri

performance on the post-test was poor, the student was insssuoted
to review the unit and retake the test. Meanwhile, students in
the control classes were covering the same concepts via lecturee,
discussion. Instructors were available to help AVT students
having problems.

-j
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rams A and B of tjie TUCE were used for testing economic
under*tanding. NO 54. ieant diEferenoes were fb4nd either
oh the pr- or post-tests between ?experimental cantrol.
,graups, A multiple linear regression analysis was made, with
ge*, age, pre-test score,post-high school work in economics,
whether 9r not economics was requicediy.pre-course interest, in
economics, college attended, and being in a control or experi-
lkentai group as the regreseots. The post-test score was the
4evendel1 variable. Tile pre-TUCE variable was a significant
ccatribator tee-etrilent learning, and signifigant differences
Were found betweer. at the colleges in regard to student rearn-
ihg df economics. Waletad was unable to explain the college >__A-diffdterices. ,ThuS Warstad doet' not support the Tolles and
qinman'findi4that7the AVT progrve was more effective than con-

. vention4 instruction. Giving it a more positive interpretation,
heyevep, he points out that his findings do indicate that gtu-

. dents can learn economics on itheir own by504ing the AVT .package
41i0 that theyl.will learn as much as conVentionally taught stu-
dents. There was no 'important difference" beiween coptrol and
experimental groups in terms of student post-course ratIngs Of
economics. Waistad's conclusion is that "The AVT method may
Offer economic instructorvand students an-alternative to, the
conventiohal without concern over a drop in student achievement
or attitudes towards econamics." (P. 1E.i (For additional de-
tails- see igalstad's The Effectiveness of an Audio-:utorial
Appxoach.for Teaching Introductory Economics in Selected .Two-Yeer
ColLeges. Unpublished m.A. paper,,UniVersity Of Minnesotp,,1975.)

,
.

.

*

4it.

,
Wetz IrvjAmeMeasuring,Student.Effor,: in the EconomAx

Cour.o. Rnhmond,-,Virginia; Virginia Commonwealth Univer-
-O'YIT:14 .1976, 14pp.(Unpublished paper, submitted to The Journal o
'tl." Economic Education.) / - I

* * k * 10 dr)

4.,

Wetzelss study does ,n concentrate on peisonelized, -indi-
vidualized, or self-paed instruction,, but his conclusion does
raise an important question about the advantages of.such instruc-
tion

Illustrating his point with an indifference curve, Wetzel
/asserts that an improved teaching technique (represented by an
outward shift of the transformation curve, where "Achievement

, in Economics" appears on the horizontal axis and "Leisure Time"
appears on the vertical) enables the student to learn more eco-
nomics, enjoy more leisure (a, proxy for anything other than

gip
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studying ecanomics), or.a combination of both. He found that
stfident's expected grade and final grade were positively corre-
lated with student effort, significant at the .05 level, and
that day,students.exeited more effort than evening students.
(For more information on the "effort variable" see the learning
th4ory of Richard B. McKenzie And Robert J. Staff in'their book
An gconbmic Theo of Learnin . ,Blacksbu.3, Virginiai University
Press, 9 iy.) He supports t e)belief that final grades are a

- result of both effori and ability. (11:"9.) There ,are implica-
ttons of his study for rsearch=on,comparative teaching techniques,-
Ilia keels. In his.Vbids: "The incorporation,of decision making

..theory into'the evaluation process and its implications for the
student's trade-off between achievement and leisure are quite im-

'4ortant. The rearadlirantage of TIM personalized instruction or
'teaching by television, may not be hither achievement al the
course under 6)1-m1de-ration. The real advantage nay be that

I

real effort needs to "be spent on that particialarcbarse which
leaves more student leisure time available fOr ophei purposes the.'

=estudent has in mind." 11. 10.) ,

4'

,
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